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327 Southchurch Rd, Unit 8 Southchurch Bus. Pk, Southend-on-Sea, SS1 2PE

FIREPLACES AND GARDEN FURNITUREYOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR

SecureFireplace & Highgate Garden Furniture Showrooms: 

SecureFireplace
The Log Burners and Gas Stoves Specialists 

PRICES INCLUDE: Pre-installation chimney sweep, wood burning 
or multifuel stove, matt flue pipe, register plate, stainless steel flexible liner, 
all connectors, bird guard cowl and plates, Carbon mono-oxide alarm

CALL 01702 910130
wwww.securefireplace.co.uk

£1430 FITTED

leightimes.co.uk Newsdesk (01702) 477666/47445558 TIMES SERIES February 23, 2021

Visit our showroom at: 327 Southchurch Road, Unit 8 Southchurch
Business Park, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 2PE

Installation by a HETAS/OFTEC/GAS SAFE registered engineer, 
commissioned, tested and certificated. All fittings are HETAS Approved.

PRICES INCLUDE: Pre-installation chimney sweep, wood burning or 
multifuel stove, matt flue pipe, register plate, stainless steel flexible liner, 

all connectors, bird guard cowl and plates, Carbon mono-oxide alarm

Rowandle 3.5kw-7.5kw
Multifuel Stove £2000 FITTED Newbourne 40FS 3-6KW 

Multifuel Stove £1690 FITTED

Derwent 5 Multifuel
Stove 5KW £1250

FITTED

Bignut 5 Multifuel
Stove 5KW £1700

FITTED

ST-X5 2-8KW 
Multifuel Stove £1500

FITTED

Newbourne 40FS 3-6KW 
Multifuel Stove

£1750 FITTED

leightimes.co.uk Newsdesk (01702) 477666/47445558 TIMES SERIES February 23, 2021

Visit our showroom at: 327 Southchurch Road, Unit 8 Southchurch
Business Park, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 2PE

Installation by a HETAS/OFTEC/GAS SAFE registered engineer, 
commissioned, tested and certificated. All fittings are HETAS Approved.

PRICES INCLUDE: Pre-installation chimney sweep, wood burning or 
multifuel stove, matt flue pipe, register plate, stainless steel flexible liner, 

all connectors, bird guard cowl and plates, Carbon mono-oxide alarm

Rowandle 3.5kw-7.5kw
Multifuel Stove £2000 FITTED Newbourne 40FS 3-6KW 

Multifuel Stove £1690 FITTED

Derwent 5 Multifuel
Stove 5KW £1250

FITTED

Bignut 5 Multifuel
Stove 5KW £1700

FITTED

ST-X5 2-8KW 
Multifuel Stove £1500

FITTED

Woodpecker 4 4.3 kW 
Wood Burner

£1600 
FITTED

Bignut 5 Multifuel 
Stove 5KW

ACR Ashdate 7KW 
Multifuel Stove

£1600
FITTED

£2050
FITTED

leightimes.co.uk Newsdesk (01702) 477666/47445558 TIMES SERIES February 23, 2021

Visit our showroom at: 327 Southchurch Road, Unit 8 Southchurch
Business Park, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 2PE

Installation by a HETAS/OFTEC/GAS SAFE registered engineer, 
commissioned, tested and certificated. All fittings are HETAS Approved.

PRICES INCLUDE: Pre-installation chimney sweep, wood burning or 
multifuel stove, matt flue pipe, register plate, stainless steel flexible liner, 

all connectors, bird guard cowl and plates, Carbon mono-oxide alarm

Rowandle 3.5kw-7.5kw
Multifuel Stove £2000 FITTED Newbourne 40FS 3-6KW 

Multifuel Stove £1690 FITTED

Derwent 5 Multifuel
Stove 5KW £1250

FITTED

Bignut 5 Multifuel
Stove 5KW £1700

FITTED

ST-X5 2-8KW 
Multifuel Stove £1500

FITTED

Installation by a HETAS/OFTEC/GAS SAFE 
registered engineer, commissioned, tested and 
certificated.  All fittings are HETAS Approved.
All prices include VAT.

leightimes.co.uk Newsdesk (01702) 477666/47445558 TIMES SERIES February 23, 2021

Visit our showroom at: 327 Southchurch Road, Unit 8 Southchurch
Business Park, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 2PE

Installation by a HETAS/OFTEC/GAS SAFE registered engineer, 
commissioned, tested and certificated. All fittings are HETAS Approved.

PRICES INCLUDE: Pre-installation chimney sweep, wood burning or 
multifuel stove, matt flue pipe, register plate, stainless steel flexible liner, 

all connectors, bird guard cowl and plates, Carbon mono-oxide alarm

Rowandle 3.5kw-7.5kw
Multifuel Stove £2000 FITTED Newbourne 40FS 3-6KW 

Multifuel Stove £1690 FITTED

Derwent 5 Multifuel
Stove 5KW £1250

FITTED

Bignut 5 Multifuel
Stove 5KW £1700

FITTED

ST-X5 2-8KW 
Multifuel Stove £1500

FITTED

Classic Eco 8 
Multifuel 

leightimes.co.uk TIMES SERIES February 23, 2021  59Newsdesk (01702) 477666/474455

Highgate Nevada Corner Set

Life Timber Corner set- Height adjustable table Life Anable 10 Seater Dining set

CALL 01702 904000
wwww.highgatefurniture.co.uk | sales@highgatefurniture co.uk

WE OFFER THE HIGH QUALITY OUR CUSTOMERS EXPECT

Highgate is one of the largest garden furniture and leisure showrooms in Essex and 
we only work with brands that we trust. We have ample parking for our customers

Life Nevada Garden Furniture Set

Pandora Leaf GazeboLife Ibiza Garden Furniture Set
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Hello and welcome to this month’s edition of Vision Bil lericayShenfield.
Happy New Year 2022. That stil l sounds strange to me. Sometimes I 

forget what year we are in as the past two seem to have rolled into one 
long year.

Most of you, I hope, are reading this after having a well-deserved rest 
over Christmas (which I certainly needed). Every year, I make New Year’s 
goals - I don’t call them resolutions as it sounds wishy-washy to me. But 
goals/targets sound more assertive as they are made to be achieved.

My goals personally are all about making more time to relax and have 
some me time. With two young kids - a three year old and an 18 month old - there isn’t 

too much time to relax after work. Since my three year old has never been a believer in a good 
night’s sleep, 4am wake-up calls have been the norm in our house for years now, and it’s catching up with me.

Business-wise, we are on a recruitment drive this year and I am looking at adding a couple more people to our 
team. So if you are keen to take on a new challenge, we are looking for a client relationship manager as well as 
more distributors to help deliver our magazines every month in your local area. Please feel free to send me an 
email or call for a chat if you are interested. I wish you all the very best for 2022.      
                           Nik Allen  

This is your town’s hyperlocal magazine, delivering to homes and businesses every month.

Editor’s notes...
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CONTACT US: www.visionmagessex.com | billericay@visionmag.co.uk | 01277 554045
 @visionmagessex         @visionmagessex         Vision Magazine Essex

CONTRIBUTORS | Tabatha Fabray, Christina Pantelly

At the time of print all content in Vision was relevant and up to date according to COVID-19 government guidelines

HOME & DIY | GARDENING | PETS | HEALTH & FITNESS | BEAUTY | FASHION | 

HISTORY | LOCAL NEWS | FOOD & DRINK | TRAVEL | BUSINESS & PROPERTY | 

SPORT | PUZZLES | MOTORING | KIDS | WHAT’S ON | TECHNOLOGY | THE LISTINGS

Nik Allen
,Editor

Inside pages recyclable 

Support local businesses

Please let your local businesses know that you saw them first in... 

magazinet
h
e

The Essential Guide to Trades & Services in Your Area
Published by 

Please check and confirm artwork is correct before going to print. Thank you.

Edition: June 2019      Deadline day: 4pm, Wednesday 22nd May 2019

Green Tornado, Victoria House, 2 Britannia Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 5LD
t: 01277 849161 e: info@network-magazine.co.uk  w: network-magazine.co.uk
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round nine million people in the UK are deaf or 
hard of hearing, with deafness being the third 
most common disability in the world. 

Currently, there are more than 151,000 British 
Sign Language users in the UK, not including 
translators and interpreters.

Whether you know someone who is deaf or 
hearing impaired or not, why not make 2022 the 
year you learn this useful new skill?

 
WHAT IS BSL?
BSL stands for British Sign Language, and it is the 
language of the deaf community in Great Britain. 
BSL involves a combination of hand shapes and 
movements, lip patterns, facial expressions, and 
shoulder movements. It also has its own grammar 
that is structured completely differently from spoken 
English. 

WHY LEARN BSL?
Language is key to relationships and, for those who 
are deaf or hearing impaired, relying on lip reading 
and guessing games can act as a communication 
barrier. By learning sign language, you will be able 
to interact better with the deaf community. Plus, 
learning a new skill can be lots of fun.

UNDERSTANDING THE BSL ALPHABET
Fingerspelling is the method used to spell out 
names and places using hand signals and finger 
adjustments. While fingerspelling on its own isn’t 
sign language, it can help you to communicate with 
someone who is deaf. It is often used to spell words 
that do not have a sign and for instances when the 
other person is not familiar with a particular sign. 

British Sign Language uses two-handed gestures 
to spell words – see BSL alphabet below:

A

BASIC BSL SIGNS:

‘How are you?’
> With your hands flat, run your fingertips up your chest
> Then move your hands forward with a thumbs-up 

gesture 
> When signing this phrase, use a questioning 

expression. 

‘What is your name?’ 
(signed as ‘name what’)
To sign ‘name’
> Make the tips of your index 

and middle fingers (N shape) 
to touch your forehead 

> Then twist your hand 
forwards at the wrist until 
your fingers are in front of 
your face.

To sign ‘what’
> Point your wrist out in front of you with your palm facing forward 
> Then put your pointer finger up and wiggle it from side to side
> When signing this phrase, use a questioning expression. 

‘Please’
> Place the fingertips of your dominant hand on your lips 
> Then move the hand way from your face, keeping hands in the same 

position
> Mouth ‘please’ at the same time. 

‘Thank you’
> Use the same sign as ‘please’
> Mouth ‘thank you’.

‘Sorry’
> Make your hand into a fist
> Rub your fist against the centre of your chest in a circular motion. 
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 FIND OUT MORE ABOUT BSL AT WWW.BRITISH-SIGN.CO.UK 

P
hoto credit: british-sign.co.uk

British Sign Language 
basic phrases
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If you were in a dangerous situation, would you know how to 
discreetly ask for help?

Cases of domestic violence surged during the pandemic. 
Fortunately, there are several new services to help victims get 
the help they need without putting themselves in more danger. 

1. SIGNAL FOR HELP GESTURE
Launched early in the pandemic to combat the rise in domestic 
abuse, this gesture can be silently displayed during video calls 
to alert family, friends or colleagues that someone needs help. 

To make the gesture, put your palm up, tuck your thumb in and 
close your fingers. 

2. PHARMACY ANI
A codeword scheme created by pharmacies to offer a lifeline to 
domestic abuse victims, if someone asks for an ANI (action needed 
immediately), a trained member of staff will take them discreetly 
aside to offer help or call the police. This scheme has been rolled out 
across Boots stores and many private pharmacies.

3. IPHONE EMERGENCY SOS
Apple’s iPhones now come with a feature that allows you to 
discreetly make an emergency call and simultaneously share your 
location. From iPhone 8 handsets onwards, simply press and hold 
the side button and one of the volume buttons until the emergency 
SOS slider appears. Drag the slider to call the emergency services. 
To use this service on an iPhone 7 or earlier, rapidly press the side 
or top button five times until the slider appears. 

4. ASK FOR ANGELA
Designed to prevent sexual violence in hospitality venues, all 
you need to do is approach a member of staff and ask for 
Angela if you feel unsafe or threatened and they will help you 
out of the situation. 

5. SILENT 999
If you can’t speak or you are scared you may be overhead, 
you can cough or tap your phone handset when ringing 999, 
and trained call handlers will recognise this as a distress 
signal. Alternatively, dial 55 once connected. 

6. WHAT3WORDS
What3Words is a free smartphone app that gives every three 
by three square metre of the globe a unique three-word code. 
If you are lost, all you need to do is give the emergency 
services your code and they will be able to pinpoint your 
location almost immediately. 

HELP ME!HELP ME!
1

2

3

4

5
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Chase Hattan was established in 2014. We have built our business on reputation and word of 
mouth. Customer satisfaction and repeat business are of utmost importance to us. Whether you 
are buying or selling we are committed to guiding you through all of your watch requirements.

We stock vintage, modern, new, pre-owned watches from brands including:

Rolex, Tag Heuer, Breitling, Omega and many more. 

All of our watches come with next day delivery, 12 month guarantee and 14 day return policy. 

   Rated ‘Excellent’ on 

www.chase-hattan.com

Call Us on  0207 510 1756 or email info@chase-hattan.com

Make an appointment to visit us at: 5 Indescon Square | Lightermans Road | London E14

ChaseHattanLondon SCAN THE QR CODE TO 
SEE OUR STOCK! 

ChaseHattanWatches

Chase Hattan was established in 2014. We have built our business on reputation and word of 
mouth. Customer satisfaction and repeat business are of utmost importance to us. Whether you 
are buying or selling we are committed to guiding you through all of your watch requirements.

We stock vintage, modern, new, pre-owned watches from brands including:

Rolex, Tag Heuer, Breitling, Omega and many more. 

All of our watches come with next day delivery, 12 month guarantee and 14 day return policy. 

   Rated ‘Excellent’ on 

www.chase-hattan.com

Call Us on  0207 510 1756 or email info@chase-hattan.com

Make an appointment to visit us at: 5 Indescon Square | Lightermans Road | London E14

ChaseHattanLondon SCAN THE QR CODE TO 
SEE OUR STOCK! 

ChaseHattanWatches

Chase Hattan was established in 2014. We have built our business on reputation 
and word of mouth. Customer satisfaction and repeat business are of utmost 

importance to us. Whether you are buying or selling we are committed
to guiding you through all of your watch requirements.

We stock vintage, modern, new, pre-owned watches from brands including:

Rolex, Tag Heuer, Breitling, Omega and many more.

All of our watches come with next day delivery, 12 month guarantee and 14 day return policy.

Rated ‘Excellent’ on 

Call Us on 0207 510 1756 or email info@chase-hattan.com

Make an appointment to visit us at: 5 Indescon Square | Lightermans Road | London E14

ChaseHattanLondon

ChaseHattanWatches

www.chase-hattan.com

SCAN THE QR CODE 
TO SEE OUR STOCK!
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re you a conscious 
consumer? Check out the 
top sustainable homeware brands for 

2022 below and spruce up your home while simultaneously 
limiting your impact on the environment. 

Who knew spending your money could feel so good?

 
The brainchild of Emily Mathieson, former travel writer for 
The Guardian and Condé Nast, Aerende was founded in 
2016 with the aim of offering ethical and locally produced 
homeware items. From gorgeous candles to stunning 
wooden kitchenware, all Aerende products are produced in 
low-volume batches and are designed to improve as they 
age for enhanced longevity. 

 
Launched during lockdown, this vegan lifestyle and 
homeware brand offers minimalistic interior design products 
that won’t break the bank. Browse its online store and 
discover a selection of handmade ceramics, candles and 
nature-themed photographic prints. 

 
NOVE is a British lighting company that is committed to 
using natural materials and traditional crafting techniques. 
Cork features highly in its designs, with founder Kirsty Saxon 
having fallen in love with this sustainable material during 
her many visits to Portugal. In fact, ‘nove’ means nine in 
Portuguese, as this how often you can harvest cork trees. 

 
If you want to help protect the ocean from landfill-bound 
plastic and hazardous waste, then this is the ethical 
homeware brand for you. Founded in 2019, Mãemara offers 
a wide range of stylish homeware items, such as cushions 
and beanbags, as well as green botanical print tote and 
cosmetic bags. 

 
A hater of fast fashion, Rise & Fall was created with the 
goal of making luxury shopping accessible for all. Offering 
its members up to 80 per cent off high-end homeware 
products, including bed linen, duvets and throws, £3 from 
every bed sheet sale goes directly to the youth homeless 
charity, Centrepoint. 
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01708 736700 
www.bodywash.uk 

sales@bodywash.uk 
A12 Eastern Avenue, Romford, RM5 3AL 

Visit our showroom which is open Monday 
to Friday 9am to 5:30pm and Saturday 9am 

to 5pm. We close on Sunday’s. 

Bring along your room dimensions and let 
us help you plan your new luxurious 

bathroom. 

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER THAN BODYWASH 

SALE STARTED TUESDAY 28TH DECEMBER 10AM 

01708 736700 
www.bodywash.uk 

sales@bodywash.uk 
A12 Eastern Avenue, Romford, RM5 3AL 

Visit our showroom which is open Monday 
to Friday 9am to 5:30pm and Saturday 9am 

to 5pm. We close on Sunday’s. 
 

Bring along your room dimensions and let 
us help you plan your new luxurious 

bathroom. 

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER THAN BODYWASH 

BIG BATHROOM SALE NOW ON 

01708 736700 
www.bodywash.uk 

sales@bodywash.uk 
A12 Eastern Avenue, Romford, RM5 3AL 

Visit our showroom which is open Monday 
to Friday 9am to 5:30pm and Saturday 9am 

to 5pm. We close on Sunday’s. 
 

Bring along your room dimensions and let 
us help you plan your new luxurious 

bathroom. 

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER THAN BODYWASH 

BIG BATHROOM SALE NOW ON 

01708 736700 
www.bodywash.uk 

sales@bodywash.uk 
A12 Eastern Avenue, Romford, RM5 3AL 

Visit our showroom which is open Monday 
to Friday 9am to 5:30pm and Saturday 9am 

to 5pm. We close on Sunday’s. 
 

Bring along your room dimensions and let 
us help you plan your new luxurious 

bathroom. 

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER THAN BODYWASH 

BIG BATHROOM SALE NOW ON 
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01277 287 503
www.brightandbeautiful.com/brentwood
PLEASE QUOTE CODE: VISION

ONE OFF DEEP CLEAN 
SLOTS AVAILABLE 

Our team at Bright & Beautiful knows how difficult 
it can be to keep the outdoors from getting in 
whatever the time of year. Rain or shine, mud, 
grime and dust can take their toll.

l Interior Decorating l Exterior Decorating
l Wallpaper Hanging l Plastering / Over artex
l Dustless Sanding l Fully Insured

Call us when your home needs 
that new coat of paint

For high quality work call 
07824 664591 
www.TJMdecorating.co.uk 
TJMdecorating1@gmail.com

 @tjmpainting

Painting & 
Decorating

PAINTING & DECORATING

HOME MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIRS CALL  US 

TODAY 
FOR YOUR

FREE QUOTE

Former employees of Tony Baxter for over 13 years

Guaranteed Lowest Prices

  FREE FITTING 
 FREE home visits
 SPECIALISES in twist pile
Carpets • Vinyls • Laminates • Wood Flooring

WHY PAY MORE?WHY PAY MORE?
WE WILL MOVE YOUR FURNITURE & FREE 
UPLIFT/REMOVAL OF YOUR OLD CARPET

We come to you in the comfort of your own home

Carpets Direct

01277 554 16301277 554 163
CALL YOUR LOCAL AREA SPECIALIST

Established 
26 years

www.carpets-direct.co.ukwww.carpets-direct.co.uk
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One of the most important things to know about 
Kimberly Duran, the face behind Swoon Worthy, 
is that she is ‘obsessed with interiors’. And it 

certainly shows. 
Swoon Worthy is a delightful interiors blog that 

features pretty pastels, quirky details, and tonnes of style. It’s a 
mix she calls “eclectic boho glam” – a style we’re completely 
on board with. 

Meet Kimberly Duran
Kimberly describes herself as “a design-obsessed DIYer, an 
award-winning UK interiors blogger, a freelance writer, a 
professional candle-maker, and a crazy cat lady”. 

Kimberly’s home is filled with pink, florals, and stylish gold 
detailing – the modern boho girl’s dream. She may describe 
it as “artfully arranged clutter”, but if that’s what clutter looks 
like, sign us up.

Making your home Swoon Worthy
Kimberly’s style is very accessible and versatile. You could 
make it work in your bathroom, kitchen, living room – 
anywhere that needs a touch of glam. She works to a budget, 
with a lot of DIY ideas you can easily recreate in your own 
home. To recreate her look, take a look at the following tips:

Keep rooms light and airy
There’s a recurring theme throughout Kimberly’s home, and 
that’s plenty of light. All of the rooms are painted white or in light 
neutrals, which creates the illusion of space. The colour comes 
in the accent details, which include plenty of pinks, greenery 
and the occasional pop of colour. 

Display all the way
A lot of decor experts will tell you to put clutter away, but 
when your clutter is as pretty as Kimberly’s, you’re going 
to want to display it. Choose items that fit with your colour 
scheme to create a stylish kitchen that looks far from messy. 
From your crockery to cookbooks, it all looks good laid out 
for everyone to see.

A touch of gold
Something that Kimberly does very well is to use gold in 
her decor to add a touch of luxe and glamour – which is 
exactly what modern boho is all about. Gold decor is very 
popular and affordable at the moment; however, you can 
always upcycle existing pieces with gold spray paint for a 
budget-friendly upgrade.

SwooningSwooning
over Kimberly

P
hoto credit: sw

oonw
orthy.co.uk
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COSYING UP  
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The season of

s temperatures plummet and the dark nights set in, you won’t be the only one 
contemplating hibernation this winter. 

While you might not be able to spend the whole season in bed, you can at 
least make it a little cosier to help you get through the winter months.

Check out some budget-friendly ways of giving your bedroom a winter makeover.
 
CHANGE UP YOUR COLOUR SCHEME
One of the easiest ways to add a winter touch to your bedroom is to change up your 
colour scheme. Think grey tones or muted shades of pink and red. Cushions, curtains and 
ornaments can help you add some colour without going overboard with your spending.

EMBRACE WARMING TEXTILES
Bringing in some warming textiles can make your bedroom feel much cosier. Fluffy or 
bouclé throws, along with cushions, are perfect for this time of year, adding that hygge 
touch that will also keep you warm at night. 

SOFTEN YOUR LIGHTING
Some softer lighting is just what you need to hide away from those dark winter evenings. 
If you don’t have a dimmer switch, buy dimmable smart bulbs so you can lower your lights 
to create a warmer tone while also saving some energy. Adding candles or fairy lights can 
also create a winter-friendly ambience to help you settle in at night.

EMBRACE WINTER FRAGRANCE
Fill your room with winter fragrance to make your bedroom even more relaxing. Popular 
winter fragrances include warming vanilla, amber and tobacco, while spicy cinnamon 
and clove will help you capture the essence of winter. 

Giving your bedroom a winter makeover is the perfect way to embrace nights in and rest 
up. With some simple changes, your bedroom will have that cosy Scandi vibe in no time.

TIPS ON GIVING YOUR BEDROOM A WINTER MAKEOVER ON A BUDGET

A
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T: 07496 264111  E: charliethefixer@gmail.com    cporterbuilding
4 Woodbrook Crescent, Billericay, CM12 0EQ

ARE YOU 
LOOKING 
FOR A 
GREAT 
BUILDER 
IN ESSEX?

HOUSE EXTENSIONS & CONVERSIONS n GENERAL BUILDING SERVICES

BATHROOM RENOVATIONS n KITCHEN RENOVATIONS

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE n HOUSE RENOVATIONS

CONTACT US We offer a wide range of building services for your home

OUR SERVICES
THE LITTLE THINGS THAT MAKE US THE BEST IN TOWN

01708 578067
charliethefixer@gmail.com

PORTERC BUILDING AND MAINTENANCE LTD
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ALTERNATIVE USES FOR 

Whether your child loves peanut butter sandwiches or you can’t 
get enough of satay sauce, peanut butter is a store cupboard 
staple for many families in the UK. 

But did you know that it can also be used to overcome a whole host 
of household hurdles?

To clean leather: Shop-bought leather-cleaning products can 
be expensive. Luckily, peanut butter can be just as effective at 

restoring your leather goods to their former glory. Simply apply in 
a circular motion and buff away with a clean cloth. 

To lure mice: Mischievous mice and creepy crawlies cannot resist peanut butter, which is 
why it makes the perfect pest bait. Smear a small amount near entrances or cracks in the 
wall, wait for them to get stuck, and then remove from your home. Or place a spoonful on a 

humane mouse trap. 

To deodorise your home: If you have cooked fish and you can’t get rid of the smell, peanut butter is the ideal 
antidote. All you need to do is add a spoonful into a frying pan, gently heat, and the odour should disappear 
in a matter of minutes. 

To eliminate squeaks: Run out of WD-40? Peanut butter is a highly effective lubricant for fixing squeaky 
hinges or drawers. Just apply a small amount to the area and marvel as its natural oils banish the squeak. 

To remove adhesives: Both gum and glue can be a nightmare to remove from surfaces in your home. However, 
with just a dab of peanut butter, you can easily wipe away these sticky substances. Apply a small amount to 
the affected area, leave to sit for a few minutes, and then wipe away with a clean cloth. 
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BUILDING FOR 
YOUR FUTURE
Specialists in

 New Builds
 Extensions
 Loft Conversions 
  Refurbishments  
& Landscaping

 Family Owned
  Covering all  
areas of Essex

CONTACT USCONTACT US  
FOR A QUOTE FOR A QUOTE 

OR ADVICEOR ADVICE
07894 07894 

744122744122
WWW.MASTER-BUILD.CO.UK    DANIEL@MASTER-BUILD.CO.UK

 @MASTERBUILDANDMAINTENANCE   MASTERBUILDANDMAINTENANCE

Masterbuild & Maintenance

Call us on 01277 217972
www.georgebarnettkitchens.co.uk  l   sales@georgebarnettkitchens.co.uk

Visit our showroom: 68 Woodland Avenue, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex CM13 1HH

Kitchens Kitchens •• Bedrooms  Bedrooms •• AV   AV  •• Home Office Home Office
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The beginning of a new year is one of the most popular times for 
home renovations. But don’t worry if you are feeling the pinch 
from Christmas, as our below interior design tips promise to 

transform your bathroom for less. 

Paint the ceiling: Instead of just repainting your bathroom walls in the same 
uninspiring shade, customise the space by adding a pop of colour to the ceiling. 

All you need is paint in your chosen colour, a stepladder, a roller 
and a brush. 

Make sure you put down an old sheet first to protect your 
flooring, and opt for bathroom paint as this is designed to 
prevent mould and has a washable finish. 

Add new storage: If your bathroom is more cluttered than 
calming, then why not look into some new storage solutions? 
Open shelving is cheap and can make your bathroom feel more 
spacious. Alternatively, you could repurpose an old ladder to 
use as a rustic towel rail. 

Replace the shower curtain: You will be surprised at just how 
effective a new shower curtain can be at uplifting the overall feel of your bathroom. 
Incredibly cheap and with many designs to choose from, we recommend that you go 
bold with a bright colour or statement style. 

Renew wooden flooring: Wooden flooring has become increasingly 
popular in bathrooms as homeowners embrace a more natural look. If your 
wooden floor is looking a little tired, a quick coat of paint or wood stain will 
instantly update the space. For a cosy feel, opt for a darker colour, and to 
open up the room, go light. 

Invest in indoor plants: One or two well-placed houseplants will instantly 
transform your bathroom into an indoor oasis. From shower plants to 
trailing plants, a bit of greenery can turn a cold and clinical space into one 
that feels alive. Choose plants that don’t mind a humid atmosphere, such 
as asparagus fern, spider plants and Chinese evergreen. 

Update your

on a budget
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Family-run business with 
over 20 years of experience. 

Trading Standards  
Approved Aerial Installer. 

Quality Workmanship 
At Sensible Prices. 

digitatlYI" 
Approved Member 

Andys Aerials 
Essex CM4 Your local aerial installer 

Freephone: 0800 77 97 047 
Mobile: 07916 305 977 
Mobile Local Rate: 0 333 900 333 2 

www.andysaerials.com 

l New aerial & satellite installations
l Aerial & satellite repairs
l Extra TV points
l TV wall mounting
l System design & install
l Freesat & YouView installations
l Sky installations – repairs & upgrades

Capital Electrical
Design • Install • Maintain

Domestic & Commercial | Repairs & InstallationDomestic & Commercial | Repairs & Installation
Vehicle Charging Points | Portable Appliance Testing Vehicle Charging Points | Portable Appliance Testing 

Fire Alarm Systems | Emergency Lighting SystemsFire Alarm Systems | Emergency Lighting Systems
Installation Condition ReportsInstallation Condition Reports

ELECTRICIAN?
NEED A LOCAL

Contact Capital Electrical

CONTACT US 01277 554 192 CONTACT US 01277 554 192 
www.cap-elec.co.ukwww.cap-elec.co.uk

WE NOW OFFER FINANCE OPTIONS 

Hello ladies and welcome 
to Strollercise Brentwood

£5.00 an hour, a drink and comfy shoes are all
 you need, oh, and a friend or two if possible!

Friday @ 1.30pm
Bentley Village Hall 

Ongar Road, Brentwood CM15 9RZ

Friday @ 11.45am
Hutton Community Centre 
Harrison Close, Hutton CM13 1LP

Tuesday & Thursday @7pm
Hutton Community Centre
Harrison Close, Hutton CM13 1LP

Tuesday @1pm
Bentley Village Hall

Ongar Road, Brentwood CM15 9RZ

Monday @6.30 pm
St George’s Church Hall 

Ongar Road, (nr Robin Hood Pub), Brentwood CM15 9HR

𝄞𝄞 ♪
www.strollercisebrentwood.co.uk

or call 07533 088626
Please see below for venues and times
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LOCAL NEWS
from your neighbourhood

A Billericay resident has won a go-karting 
championship for the second time and is now the 

first-ever two-time indoor karting champion. 
Charlie Ratford, who was 14 at the time, has won 

the British Indoor Karting Championship (BIKC) again, 
making him a back-to-back champion after winning 
the competition two years in a row. 

The finals were held at Teamsport Warrington last 
month and were streamed on social media, attracting 
more than 7,000 viewers.

Charlie dominated his category and won the grand 
final with nearly a five-second gap. His prize for winning 
is a full summer season with Total Karting Zero.

The racer represented his local indoor track, 
Teamsport Basildon, along with six other drivers. 

Teamsport Basildon also had a second-place finish 
in the cadet category.

Charlie said: “I am so happy to have won it again, and 
to become the first two-time champion is something I 
never thought would happen.”
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Resident becomes firstResident becomes first  
two-time indoor karting championtwo-time indoor karting champion

CONTACT US ON 07900 787871
 G-N-S-FLOORING-SPECIALIST 

GILESSTABIELLI@OUTLOOK.COM

n  Over 14 years’ experience 
n  Laminate | Carpet | Vinyl Flooring
n  Cap & Cove (Wet rooms) 
n  Hardwood Flooring  
n  Wood Floor Restoration

FLOORING SPECIALIST
GNS Painter – Decorator

Domestic – Commercial

Interior – Exterior

Fully Insured | 35 years experience

Richard Ward
Richard@warddecorators.co.uk

Tel: 01277 821 454

Mobile: 07961 943840

 ian.dipple@yahoo.com | www.ianscurtainsandblinds.co.uk

Curtains | Tracks & Poles | Roman Blinds | Roller Blinds
Vertical Blinds | Venetian Blinds | Wooden Blinds

Pattern books also available

FREE QUOTE – Call today on  01268 976779 | Mobile: 07743 562384
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Billericay Town Walking Football Club 
(BTWFC) hosted a charity tournament in 

support of Billericay Food Bank last month.
The club proudly hosted the Spirit of Christmas 

Charity Tournament at New Lodge, with all proceeds 
going to the food bank. 

The event, which the club hopes will become a 
yearly fixture, raised nearly £2,000 for the charity.

Organised by Simon Crump and Billy Sedgwick, and 
supported by the BTWFC committee and the ‘Walking 
WAGS’, guest walking football teams from Leyton 
Orient, Chelmsford, Grays, Romford and Paringdon 
joined five host teams for the event. 

The tournament was split into four groups, with four 
of the five BTWFC sides progressing from the group 

stage. The Snowmen were unfortunate not to progress 
and narrowly lost to Chelmsford in the plate semi. 
Santa’s Helpers, The Toymakers and Santa's Elves all 
fell at the quarter-final stage, leaving Reindeers R Us 
to fly the flag for the host club.

The Reindeers’ dogged resistance in the quarter-final 
against Leyton Orient earned them a 0-0 draw after 
normal time and a sudden death win on penalties.

Mayor of Basildon Borough, councillor David Dadds, 
attended the presentation of the trophies.

A BTWFC spokesperson said: “Thanks to the 
outstanding generosity of members and local 
businesses in donating a wide variety of prizes, 
BTWFC were able to arrange a successful raffle which 
formed the basis of the fundraising.”  

Parkinson’s charity seeks help from shoppersParkinson’s charity seeks help from shoppers
A Parkinson’s charity in Billericay is seeking the help 

of local shoppers.
The Parkinson’s UK Support Group in Billericay and 

District has been recognised as a recipient of the local 
Co-op Community Fund.

When members purchase certain Co-op branded 
items and services, one penny from every pound 
spent will go to help the group provide its services.

The support group offers information and friendship 
to people with Parkinson’s, their families, friends and 
the people who support them.

The group plans to improve existing and add new 

exercise classes to encourage people to exercise, 
socialise and participate in activities to reduce 
Parkinson’s symptoms and improve mental health.

Parkinson’s symptoms include muscle stiffness, 
depression and anxiety. Research shows exercising 
regularly can help manage these symptoms and 
improve mobility.

By providing members with the opportunity to 
regularly exercise with others, the group’s classes can 
provide social motivation and aid mental wellbeing.

To donate to the group, visit membership.coop.
co.uk/causes/60573

Football club charityFootball club charity  
tournament for food bank
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An espresso steeped at 
ninety two degrees yields  
an unmatched richness 
and depth of flavour.

A single millimetre is all that 
is needed for a flawless 
slice of Jamón Ibérico.

Sixty four degree water 
gives the most rich,  
 

velvety poached eggs 
you’ve ever imagined.

When you’re in the kitchen, 
perfection and joy come 
from precision. And it’s the 
same when we’re in the 
kitchen too — because we 
love what we do.

This is German Enjoyneering.

N I N E T Y
T W O
D E G R E E S
C E L S I U S

Kutchenhaus Brentwood 
6, The Baytree Shopping Centre  
Brentwood, Essex 
CM14 4BX  
 
Tel : 01277 204447
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FAMILY-RUN BUSINESS SERVING THE 
LOCAL COMMUNITY FOR OVER 25 YEARS 

SUPPLY, REPAIR & REPLACEMENT
DOUBLE GLAZING | TRIPLE GLAZING

UPVC | ALUMINIUM WINDOWS 
HARD WOOD WINDOWS
FRENCH & PATIO DOORS 

PORCHES & CONSERVATORIES  
BI-FOLD DOORS 

REPAIR SERVICES AVAILABLE 8AM - 8PM
CAT FLAPS | KNOCKERS | LETTER BOXES 

SPYHOLES | CYLINDERS | HANDLES 
HINGES & LOCKS FOR WINDOWS & DOORS 

TRICKLE VENTS | SEALED GLASS UNITS 
LEADED & GEORGIAN GLASS  

CONSERVATORY ROOF REPAIRS | PANELS

EVERYTHING WE DO IS FULLY 
GUARANTEED & WE PRIDE OURSELVES 

IN OUR ABSOLUTE ATTENTION 
TO CUSTOMER CARE

WINDOWS | DOORS | INSTALLATION | REPAIRS

“Your Friend in the Trade”

CONTACT US TODAY FOR YOUR FREE OF CHARGE, NO OBLIGATION QUOTE 

01277 554 075
w    www.thewindowmanessex.net   @thewindowmanessex             

Proudly Providing the 
Complete Service

A Billericay resident was crowned gaming champion 
at the inaugural Guild FIFA 22 Cup, presented by 

Subway.
Tom Sorrell, 22, was ultimately crowned champion 

after defeating Lewis Blampey in the final, which was 
broadcast on Twitch.tv and attended by a sold-out 
crowd at the Odeon Luxe  in the West End.

The weeks-long competition concluded last month, 
after hundreds of competitors from across the UK and 
Ireland had been whittled down to the final eight.

Alongside his share of the £1,800 prize pool, Tom 
took home the one-of-a-kind Golden Sub trophy, 

designed by master jewellery maker, Johnny 
Hoxton. 

Tom said: “What an amazing experience to compete 
in front of so many people for the first time, and for 
Subway to provide such a delicious-looking trophy. 
Hopefully, this is only the start of my FIFA Esports 
career.”

Mays Elansari, head of marketing UK and Ireland at 
Subway, said: “We’re so excited to be part of our first-
ever FIFA 22 tournament with Guild and watch the 
players battle it out. Our congratulations to the winner, 
Tom, and everyone that competed.”
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Park wardens will now be patrolling housing estates 
and town centres in Brentwood and across the 

rest of the borough in a bid to disrupt low-level drug 
activity and antisocial behaviour.

Basildon Council’s Enforcement and Public Order 
Committee met on December 8 and approved a draft 
specification of the wardens’ duties.

The areas they cover have been widened to include 
town centres in Wickford, Billericay, Basildon and 
Pitsea. They will also cover 31 estates across the 
borough, in addition to several parks.

Leader of Basildon Council and chairman of 
the Enforcement and Public Order Committee, 
councillor Andrew Baggott, said: “There is no place 

in this borough for people who deal drugs and cause 
antisocial behaviour. Therefore, we have taken the 
decision to provide further support to the police and  
to empower our park wardens to undertake a range of 
extra duties across a wider area.”

A trial to introduce park wardens began on April 1, 
2021, and has so far resulted in 4,643 patrols and 
4,588 reported incidents.

The team of five includes four wardens and a 
controller advising them from the team’s base. They 
wear live cameras and are tracked via GPS.

They will now be undertaking a range of general 
community safety duties, including issuing verbal and 
written warnings for antisocial behaviour.

Councillors approve park warden patrols
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Resident wins firstResident wins first 
Guild FIFA competition
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TOMKYNS
SEALANT 
SERVICES
❖ Sealant ❖ Waterproofing 
❖ Cut out & reseal mouldy silicone
❖ Wet areas, kitchens & skirting lines
❖ External windows 
❖ Doors & expansion joints
❖ 15 years experience 
❖ Free quotations

Tel:  07596 095 248
Email: jongildea21@msn.com

GAS ◆ PLUMBING ◆ HEATING
◆ All boilers serviced & repaired
◆ Condensing boilers & warm-air units
◆  All work undertaken including leaks, 

upgrades & installations
◆ No call-out charge
◆ OAP discounts available
◆ Full public liability insurance
◆ Fully qualified engineers

A PROFESSIONAL FAMILY-RUN BUSINESS
HONEST & RELIABLE

OVER 20 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE

From a tap washer to a full heating system, call

email: hammondandsons@hotmail.co.uk
www.hammondandsons.co.uk

01277 261 888

DAVID LEPINE
PAINTER – DECORATOR
REPAIRS AND MORE

Office: 01277 549277   n   Mobile: 07960 741973
Website: www.davidlepinedecorating.co.uk 

Email: d-lep@msn.com

I’ve been a part of the Tony Baxter Team for 
the last 15 years. As Tony has now retired 
I will be carrying on with my own smaller team 
producing high quality work, fully insured, 
delivering a clean reliable service with better 
competitive prices.

Kind regards, 
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The Basildon Borough Volunteer Awards are 
back for 2022 to recognise volunteers’ amazing 

achievements.
There are eight different categories for this year’s 

awards, which are back for 2022 having been 
cancelled last year owing to the ongoing pandemic. 

If you know someone who deserves recognition for 
their outstanding volunteer work, the awards are your 
chance to see them get the acknowledgement they 
deserve.

The Mayor of Basildon, councillor David Dadds, 
said: “Volunteers are such a vital cog in the mechanics 
of our borough. They give up their time to do selfless 
work across Basildon.

“I’m delighted that we can put these awards 
on this year and shine a light on some of the 
amazing individuals who really deserve that light being 
shone on them.

“I would urge anyone who knows a deserving 
individual to make a nomination for an award, so I can 
meet them personally and thank them for their efforts 
to make the borough a better place to live.”

The awards ceremony will take place at Basildon 
Sport and Leisure Club, Gardiners Way, on Thursday, 
March 10. The closing date for nominations is Friday, 
January 14.

To make a nomination, or to find out more, please 
visit www.basildon.gov.uk/volunteerawards

Consultation for Public Spaces Protection Order
Basildon Council has launched a consultation 

regarding the implementation of a borough-wide 
Public Spaces Protection Order (PSPO) to prohibit 
various types of antisocial behaviour (ASB).

A PSPO is a legal order to tackle ASB that would 
cover specific restricted areas within the borough, 
such as parks and town centres, and the breaching of 
the order is a criminal offence which could be subject 
to a fine of up to £1,000.

Under the potential PSPO, authorised council 
officers would have the power to take action against 
various activities, including alcohol and substance 
use, urination and defecation, and car cruising.

The purpose of the consultation is to get residents’ 
experiences of each type of activity the PSPO would 
potentially prohibit, as well as to determine the level of 
support for each prohibition.

Leader of Basildon Council and chairman of the 
Public Order and Enforcement Committee, councillor 
Andrew Baggott, said: “A PSPO covering the borough 
would give us more powers to tackle the behaviour 
that we don’t want to see in Basildon. The introduction 
of one is something I strongly support.”

To complete the consultation, which closes on 
January 20, please visit www.basildon.gov.uk/
PSPOconsultation

Nominations open forNominations open for  
the Borough Volunteer Awards
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Train operator, Greater Anglia, is launching a series 
of virtual station tours – including one of Shenfield 

Station – to help people travel with confidence.
The tours have been designed to support journey 

planning, to give customers a clearer picture of 
stations before they travel and to reduce anxiety about 
how they will get around from car park to platform.

The company has created 360-degree virtual tours 
for 10 of its busiest stations – which is especially 
useful for disabled customers wanting to check the 
accessibility of their journey.

Tours of Shenfield, Bishop’s Stortford, Broxbourne, 
Chelmsford, Colchester, Ipswich, Norwich, Southend 
Victoria and Stansted Airport will follow throughout 
January.

Detailed 360-degree photography has been used to 

map the station, capturing all public spaces including 
the toilets and the waiting room.

The web-based online virtual tour offers autopilot or 
manual choices for navigating the station, as well as 
an interactive map to see the entire layout, with links 
to specific areas of the station. 

Greater Anglia’s accessibility manager, Rebecca 
Richardson, said: “The idea was to create a tool for 
customers to assist them with their journey planning 
and to reduce the anxiety about whether the station 
would create any accessibility barriers.”

Neil Henderson, managing director of Virtual Tour 
Experts, said: “We’ve really enjoyed working on this 
project to create a number of industry firsts.”

The tours can be viewed at www.greateranglia.
co.uk/virtualtours

LOCAL NEWS
from your neighbourhood
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Station launches virtualStation launches virtual 
tours to help disabled travellers
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ALL ASPECTS OF WET SPRAYING & POWDER COATING FOR DOMESTIC & INDUSTRIAL MARKETS
ITEMS FOR POWDER COATING UP TO 5m x 2m

Hello to all our customers past and present, we are now back at work 
We hope the support we have been shown in the past will return 

We can get through this together, local companies employing local people

GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT 
GUIDELINES GUIDELINES 
COMPLIANTCOMPLIANT

Are you tired of the look of your kitchen?
Don’t despair instead of paying a fortune for new units and doors  
why not have your existing doors, drawer fronts cornice, light pelmets, 
cooker hoods, shelf displays and plinths re-sprayed in any colour &  
sheen of your choice?  
Removal & installation of most work available.
We can spray any type of door solid wood, vinyl/plastic or MDF old or new. 
All work is fully cleaned and de-greased, repaired if necessary and rubbed 
down prior to painting. We use a highly tough and durable finish 2 pack 
polyurethane paint in any colour and sheen to create that new showroom 
look and feel for fitted bedroom drawers and cabinets, internal room doors 
and all types of household furniture including brown furniture. 
This is a very good economic and environmental way of recycling your 
worn out kitchen, bedroom cabinets & old furniture, we strive to be as 
eco friendly as possible.

01268 812414 • 07434 704673 • 07434 704681
www.wssprayfinishings.co.uk • wssprayfinishings@gmail.com

Unit 4 Totman Close, Brook Road Ind, Est. Rayleigh SS6 7UZ

We offer a wide range of services including:
l New Roofs l Flat Roofs l Roof Repairs (Tile & Slate) l Fiberglass Roofs l Windows & Doors 

l Rendering Chimney Work l Damp Work l Upvc Fascias, Soffits & Gutters l Weather Pointing 

l All Types Of Building Work Undertaken l Lead Work l Int/Ext Painting & Decorating 

l Textured Wall Coating l Damp Proofing & Mould Repair Specialists 

WE GO THAT WE GO THAT 
EXTRA MILEEXTRA MILE

Our highly skilled & customer-focused 
professional team liaise with customers 
at every step to ensure they are 100% 

satisfied with our workmanship 

Freephone: 01268 855636 Landline: 01702 668696 Mobile: 07916945904

Web: www.basildonroofingcompany.co.uk Email: info@basildonroofingcompany.co.uk
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A scheme aiming to plant 10,000 trees at Hutton 
Country Park will include ideas and designs from 

residents.
The new woodland was launched by Thames Chase 

and Essex Forest Initiative in September, with the next 
phase due to begin in November 2022. This is to 
allow for residents’ suggestions to be linked into the 
plan and to ensure that trees are available following a 
shortage from suppliers.

The scheme is being developed by Brentwood 
Borough Council Arboriculturists. 

A further 30 trees will be planted around the 
recreation ground in Hutton following the landscaping 
and tree installation at King George’s Playing Fields.

Councillor Maria Pearson, chair of the Environment, 
Enforcement and Housing Committee, said: “The 
focus for 2022 will be on Brentwood’s woodlands and 
I am delighted that we will see further expansion in 
the new year. We are fortunate to live in such a green 
borough, with so many parks and open spaces, but to 
be able to have such a positive impact now for future 

generations is a privilege. 
“Together with the 150,000 trees that are being 

planted at Holt Farm with Lower Thames Crossing, 
what is being done is ambitious, but will it make a 
huge difference to the appearance of the area and our 
contribution to biodiversity, wildlife habitats and our 
carbon footprint.”

To find out more, please visit the council’s website at 
www.brentwood.gov.uk
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Plan to plant 10,000 treesPlan to plant 10,000 trees

BURGHART for BRENTWOOD

Alex Burghart MP for Brentwood and Ongar

The new year promises to start either very well or 
with some gloom, as we wait for the impact of the 

Omicron variant to become clear. Whichever way it 
goes, please get your booster vaccine now.

Scientists are learning more every day about this 
variant. However, I must emphasise that there is one 
thing we already know for sure: right now, our single 
best defence against Omicron is vaccination. Early 
research from Pfizer suggests that a third dose of 
its vaccine neutralises the Omicron variant to levels 
similar to the impact of two doses against the original 
strain of coronavirus.

But although COVID-19 has dominated our lives, 
businesses and incomes for the best part of two 
years, we must try to look ahead to 2022 with more 
than a sense of foreboding. 

The vaccine programme is working to protect 
millions of people, we have adopted and adapted our 

working styles to make the most of working 
from home or the office, and we must try to live 
our lives as normally as possible.

In the last year, I have become the Minister 
for Skills in the Department of Education and 
have scaled the sharpest learning curve I can 
remember in the last three months. 

My first job as minister has been to steer 
the Skills and Post-16 Education Bill through 
its first stages in Parliament. This bill aims to 
ensure we are providing the education and 
training to give people the skills they need to 
do the jobs they want to do, and to boost the 
economy.

It’s a big bill to bring to Parliament, and I 
look forward to all it will do for education and 
training in 2022.

To find out more, visit www.alexburghart.org.uk

t: 01277 554045 m: 07860 683239
e: billericay@visionmag.co.uk 
w: www.visionmagessex.com

ONE SMALL STEP FOR YOU,

ONE GIANT LEAP 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS 

IT’S NOT ROCKET SCIENCE!
CALL NOW FOR AN OUT OF THIS WORLD DEAL

Your 
Monthly 

Lifestyle 
Magazine
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Come to a reputable building company that is able to provide a 
wide range of high quality home improvement solutions.

Roothway Builders is a family-owned business, 
which has been established for over two 
decades. All of our staff have a wealth of 
experience which they have gained over years 
working in the building trade. Together with a 
team of skilled tradesmen, we are committed to 
providing our customers with unique personal 

understanding of what you want and then offer 
you our professional advice. The experienced 
team are happy to undertake jobs of all sizes, 
with no job too big, and we pride ourselves on 
being able to always provide a quality service.

We are proud to be able to provide our customers 
with an extensive range of high quality services. 
The in-house team can take care of all size 
projects from part or full refurbishments to 
installing a new bathroom or redesigning your 
kitchen to property extensions and much more. 
Not only do we work around your requirements 
but we also always make sure to stay within 
your budget and provide a hassle-free service 
so that you can go about your day as normal. 
Health and safety is of upmost importance when 
undertaking a job therefore we ensure that both 
our team and you are aware of everything that is 
happening, at all times.

If you would like to discuss your requirements 
with a member of our team then please do not 
hesitate to get in touch with us and we will be 
more than happy to answer any questions that 
you may have. Our builder will also arrange a 
convenient time to visit your home and provide 
you with a free no-obligation quotation for your 
project.

Do you need a basic facelift or 
completely remodelling?

service and top quality workmanship that all 
work is completed to the highest standard. Our 
services and solutions and available throughout 
Hockley, Thorpe Bay, Southend-on-Sea, Benfleet, 
Hullbridge, Chelmsford, Billericay, Hadleigh, 
Brentwood, Rayleigh and more.

Roothway is not a soulless, faceless business. We 
will always listen to your requirements, gain a clear 

          We are       complyingwith Government COVID 19 Guidelines

 www.roothwaybuilders.co.uk
 info@roothwaybuilders.co.uk
 www.conservatorywarmroof.co.uk
 info@conservatorywarmroof.co.ukWhatsApp Available
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In yet another example of modern science pushing 
the extremes of how we understand the human 
body, scientists at the University of Waterloo in 

Ontario have developed a tool that could eliminate 
the need for needles altogether.

It uses a high-pressure jet of serum that passes 
through an opening in the skin that is no wider than 
the width of a human hair.

Named Cobi and created by Cobionix, the robot 
first scans the entire human body to find an optimal 
site where the injection can be done. 

While AI-based software remains in its infancy, 
the speed of the technology means rapid 
advancements are likely. What it means for the 
industry is an approach that, in years to come, can 
lean much less on the manual, fiddly and sometimes 
unsuccessful manner in which injections are 
carried out. That also means protecting healthcare 
workers, lowering the cost of injections, improving 
patient outcomes, and lessening wastage.

In addition, where the infrastructure of 

something like a vaccine rollout means taking over 
great swathes of space in and around buildings, as 
we have seen across the UK where COVID-19 is 
concerned, a Cobi-driven operation would require 
a much smaller set-up. This could have profound 
life-saving implications for developing countries, 
though it’s expected to be two years before Cobi is 
ready for commercial use.

This is not the first time an AI-led automated 
device has been talked about as a solution to the 
coronavirus outbreak. In Egypt, in a hospital just 
outside Cairo, a robot nurse called Cira-03, is busy 
conducting COVID-19 tests and passing on public 
information messages to patients. 

Tim Lasswell, co-founder and CEO of 
Cobionix, said: “Cobi is a versatile 
robotics platform that can be 
rapidly deployed to complete 

tasks with 100 per cent 
autonomy.”

HOW SCIENCE HAS PRODUCED A VACCINATION THAT REQUIRES NEITHER NEEDLES, 
INHALERS OR PILLS
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Don’t struggle with IT, call the experts!

COMPUTER 
SERVICES

l  Friendly support direct to your door  l  For all your computer needs
l  Low rates (no VAT), no call out charge  l  Homes and small businesses covered

01277 523127www.dhcomputing.co.uk help@dhcomputing.co.uk

HOW IT WORKS
 ENTER YOUR CARE NEEDS

 RECEIVE HIGH QUALITY CARE OFFERS

 CHOOSE AN OFFER AND CONNECT

We take the stress and hassle out of finding care by 
matching you with CQC-registered care companies 

who can take care of your needs

Helping you find quality in-home care

www.carecompare.net
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Whilst a financial overhaul may seem a less exciting 
prospect than taking on a new challenge or hobby, 
taking the time to do this now could really have a 
positive impact on your future wealth.

RECONNECT WITH YOUR GOALS
Whatever life stage you’ve reached, you’ll no doubt 
have some short- and long-term financial goals 
you want to achieve. Reviewing these goals and 
determining the amount of money required to fulfil 
them is a good discipline and helps you connect 
to your aspirations, standing you in better stead of 
ultimately achieving them.

PRIORITISING YOUR PENSION
The earlier you start saving into your pension, 
the more you can contribute and the longer your 
money has time to grow. With tax relief available on 
contributions (within limits), pension saving is one 
of the best ways to ensure you stay on track for a 
comfortable retirement. 

TAX-EFFICIENT SAVING OPPORTUNITIES 
As the tax year end approaches, you still have time to 

TONE UP YOUR FINANCES IN 2022

INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVISERS

ON THE 
MONEY

Financial advice from our 
financial adviser Karyn Vogel 
Contact 01277 654153

use your annual ISA allowance, giving you even more 
opportunity to build up your savings tax-efficiently. 

REVISIT YOUR MORTGAGE
Usually a family’s biggest monthly outgoing, it’s 
important to review your mortgage as there may be a 
more suitable deal for you, especially if you’re paying 
interest at your lender’s standard variable rate. 

REVIEW PROTECTION POLICIES
Life insurance and other types of protection, such 
as income protection or critical illness cover, should 
form a vital part of your financial plan. It’s worth 
reviewing these policies as your circumstances 
change, to ensure you have the right type and level 
of cover in place.

KEEP TALKING
At HCR, we take the time to understand our client’s 
unique planning needs and circumstances, so that 
we can provide you with the most suitable solutions 
in the most cost-effective way.

For a free review of your current financial situation 
please contact Karyn Vogel on 01277 654153.

When it comes to 
Financial Planning

INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVISERS

✓✓  SAVINGS AND INVESTMENTS 
✓✓  INHERITANCE TAX PLANNING
✓✓  PENSIONS    ✓✓ PROTECTION

Tel 01277 654153  l  www.hcrifa.co.uk  l  Fax 01277 658383
Suite 5, First Floor, Foremost House, Radford Way, Billericay CM12 0BT 

We’re here to help you
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 book, a film and a few more hundred rides – Frankie Dettori’s love affair with 
racing continues. 
As sporting icons go, Frankie Dettori betters most, in spite of his diminutive 

5ft 4in frame. Having turned 51 in December, the Milan-born jockey continues to 
push his place in the sport. 

There’s a new book, Leap of Faith – an autobiography detailing the passion, 
positivity and perseverance of someone still going strong. 

There’s the documentary movie, Dettori – a stunning showcase of a life as the rock 
star of racing.

Mostly, though, there is a competitive reality that many lose under the radar. So 
used are we to seeing Dettori on our screens, across entertainment shows and as 
a genuinely likeable celebrity face, it’s easy to forget this is someone still powering 
around racecourses on a weekly basis.

In 2021, Dettori has had more than 200 rides, and more than one-fifth of those saw the charismatic 
Italian come home to the sound of victory cheers. 

Dettori has succeeded off the back of something very simple – he is a fierce competitor, a charmer and 
an entertainer. From the early days of stardom in 1990, when in one season he became the first teenager 
since Lester Piggott to ride a hundred winners, to his legendary seven victories achieved at Ascot in 
September 1996, to finally breaking his Epsom Derby jinx at the 15th time of asking, the rider has always 
embraced what it is to live in the spotlight that shines so brilliantly over the sport of kings.

“I know how lucky I am to be living this life,” says Dettori, who was sent by his father to the UK in 1984, 
aged just 14, to work for Luca Cumani, the Italian thoroughbred horse trainer and breeder. The premise 
was simple – become the world’s best jockey. 

“It is good days and some bad days, like everyone else, but I am grateful every day at what the sport 
has given me, and as much as I can pay back, I will.”

A fixture on the racing card for more than three decades, and someone who has prolonged his freelance 
riding career since parting company with Godolphin Racing in 2012 in the wake of a six-month drugs ban 
– something he has described since as “a moment of weakness that I will always feel shame for” – Dettori 
can claim to have lived through multiple generations and incarnations of the sport. 

“There is always an interesting balance between the jockey, the horse and the trainer,” says Dettori. 
“Everything is configured around that axis and if at any point one of those three things begins to 
deteriorate, you simply won’t win races.”

Dettori, who lives near the Newmarket course with his wife, Catherine, and their five children, knows 
that retirement may be nearing. When that day comes, the jockey may console himself in the knowledge 
that his career in the media will continue to flourish. He is already a regular on Racing TV, and away from 
the track has spent many years exploring entrepreneurial pursuits, not least his chain of restaurants.

“I’ve always been someone who wants to have a lot of fun,” he says – how else would you describe his 
stint in the Celebrity Big Brother house in 2013? “I have a passion for life and a thirst to reach out and 
take the next project, and I’m sure I’ll always carry that on.”

A

Photo credit: Andy Watts/Racingfotos.Com/Shutterstock
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 the jockey, the horse and the trainer
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PUZZLES & Trivia
u BARN
u BURROW
u CATTERY 
u CAVE
u COOP
u EARTH 
u FORMICARY
u FORTRESS 
u HIVE
u HOLE
u HOLT
u KENNEL
u LAIR 
u LODGE
u NEST
u PADDOCK 
u ROOST
u SETT
u STABLE
u VESPIARY

Did you know?
uThe smallest bone in the body is called the 
stapes and can be found in your ear 

uThe brain is the most complex organ of the 
body. It contains nearly 90 billion neurons 

uThere are 26 bones in the human foot 

uWomen blink more than men 

uAs well as unique fingerprints, everyone 
has a unique tongue print 

uA newborn baby has more bones than an 
adult. As they grow older, the bones fuse 
together 

uFingernails grow faster than toenails

uIf you measure yourself in the morning, 
then again at night, you’re taller in the 
morning

uYour heart beats about 100,000 times in 
a day.

THE AIM: Change the 
word at the top of the 
ladder one letter at a time 
to make the word at the 
bottom. 

HOW TO: Change one 
letter on each step to 
make a new word. By the 
time you reach the end, 
you should have created 
the new word. 

DO NOT rearrange the 
order of the letters. 

TIP: There is usually  
more than one way to 
solve this puzzle. 

Word ladder

BEAR

HUGS

Animal Homes

C H R I A L N P L O P Q B A M

A P S E A O K C O D D A P Z T

T Z S V V O R C C T T O S L O

T N E S T I W O R R U B O E T

E A A N E O H O G D E H V G Y

R R E L S R Y X S P R A S N R

Y I A H E T T R T O C S Y V A

P S R O E N A R A S T R A Y I

A S T L B Q N B O C O L R I P

N P H E T Y A E L F I O W Z S

T A T T S F H G K E S M R K E

Y Q G P K R J N S U E U R C V

T Q L S H S V R G W T T O O L

G O B R S G G A A P T O U R F

W L O D G E X B R A P R B T U

BARN
BURROW
CATTERY
CAVE
COOP
EARTH
FORMICARY
FORTRESS
HIVE
HOLE

HOLT
KENNEL
LAIR
LODGE
NEST
PADDOCK
ROOST
SETT
STABLE
VESPIARY
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Providing trustworthy and reliable 
support to the elderly and vulnerable

A Personal A Personal 
Home Help ServiceHome Help Service

01268 928878
www.anylittlething.co.uk

Including, but not limited to
Companionship   Household Chores 

Pet Services   Meal Preparation 

Basic Gardening   Ironing

www.flourishingflowers.co.uk
janet.hibberd260@gmail.com

Independent florist specialising in 
floral arrangements for funerals 

and celebrations

FUNERALS l SPECIAL OCCASIONS 
PERSONALISED l ECO CONSCIOUS

Call to discuss your requirements

01277 650276  

07840 310177 
timelessblinds@gmail.com
www.timelessblinds.com

PROFESSIONAL CURTAIN AND 
BLIND SUPPLY & INSTALLATION

CONTACT US TO ORGANISE A FREE, NO OBLIGATION 
HOME OR BUSINESS CONSULTATION TODAY!

Curtains ● Pleated Blinds ● Roller Blinds
Roman Blinds ● Shutters ● Venetian Blinds

Vertical Blinds ● Vision Blinds

● Wide array of high quality blind & curtain styles
● Affordable prices ● Free expert advise

● Established Essex business ● Over 30 years experience

DOMESTIC & COMMERCIAL
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Leather Repairs and Colour Restoration
Leather Cleaning and Conditioning

Cushion Padding Refurbished or Replaced  
Open Seams Re-Sewn | Pet Damage | Repairs 

Springs | Frames | Recliners

Mobile 
Upholstery

REPAIRS AND LEATHER CLEANING

FABRIC AND LEATHER FURNITURE 
REPAIRS CARRIED OUT IN YOUR HOME

Tel: 07889 368706
www.mobileupholstery.co.uk 

enquiries@mobileupholstery.co.uk

TO BOOK CONTACT US ON

Compassionate,
Experienced 
Pet Groomers 

Helping you take 
care of your furry friends!

Hunters Chase Garden Cntr, Brentwood, CM13 1SN

www.smithsgrooming.co.uk  
smithsgroomingltd@gmail.com

07835 756007

Call us today to arrange your no 
obligation in home quote 

Emma Brooks
01277 424985
emma.brooks@mollymaid.co.uk 
www.mollymaid.co.uk/brentwood

Come home  
to a clean house 

Our professionally trained team of maids  
will make your home sparkle with each visit. 
We know it’s not a one-size fits all service, 
that’s why we work to tailor our cleans to 
your individual needs, schedule and budget.

See what our customers 
have to say at uk.trustpilot.com
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If you own a pet, you should make it a priority to 
learn how to deliver CPR to them in the safest 
possible way. 
While pets with underlying health conditions are 

unlikely to recover, if your healthy animal’s heart has 
stopped, then CPR could save their life. 

HOW TO CHECK IF YOUR PET NEEDS CPR
1. Check their airway: 

Pull their tongue forward and check to see if 
there is anything lodged in their throat. If there 
is, remove it. 

2. Check their breathing
Look and listen to see if they are breathing. 
Can you see their chest rising and falling? Can 
you feel breath from their nostrils? If not, check 
immediately for a heartbeat. 

3. Check their circulation
Place your hand or ear over their chest where 
the elbow meets the ribcage. Can you feel or 
hear a heartbeat? If no heartbeat is found then 
start CPR. 

HOW TO PERFORM CPR ON YOUR PET 
> Place your pet on their right side on a firm and 

flat surface
> Dogs that have a barrel-shaped chest can be 

placed on their 
backs

> Compress the 
chest at two per 
second at the 
widest part of their 
chest

> For large dogs, use 
both hands interlocked

> For small dogs, use one hand
> For cats, use one hand to compress the chest 

from both sides while they are lying on their side
> Make sure that each compression depresses 

the chest by a half to two-thirds and allow 
the chest to return to normal after each 
compression

> After 30 compressions, extend their neck, close 
the mouth and blow down their nose

> Give two breaths, allowing one 
second for the chest to fall

> Check for a heartbeat 
again

> If no heartbeat, repeat 
the process, giving 30 
compressions and two 
breaths until veterinary 
help arrives.
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PERFORM CPRPERFORM CPR ON PETS

HOW TO 

TOP TIP:  Use the beat of the song Staying Alive to keep the right pace
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s humans whose interest in and ingenuity 
towards science has saved hundreds of millions 
of lives – whether by trial, error or good fortune 

– our ability to look around us in using plant and 
animal matter as a product for life-saving or life-
changing medicine is truly a marvel.

A hundred years ago, one such milestone 
was reached when a 14-year-old boy named 
Leonard Thompson, who was dying of type 1 
diabetes, received the first ever insulin injection.

The shot was administered by scientists 
Frederick Banting and Charles Best. The duo had 
practised under the tutorship of John Macleod 
at Toronto University, and were aided by another 
chemist, James Collip.

Over the course of the previous year, they 
had refined a treatment that involved extracting 
and purifying the hormone insulin from bovine 
pancreases.

Up until the point of the first insulin injection, 
people suffering from diabetes had no choice 

but to adapt to a strict low-calorie, no-carbohydrate 
diet, where in some cases food intake could not 
exceed 500 calories per day. Not only was such a 
diet incredibly difficult to stick to, but those who did 
abide by it endured low energy and strength, and in 
many cases a slow starvation.

The connection between pancreatic secretions and 
diabetes had been known for a while, but Banting, 
Best and co. were the first to advance the theory, and 
by the autumn of 1921 had succeeded in keeping 

alive a diabetic dog using injections of an extract 
made from duct-ligated pancreas prepared in 
saline.
Collip subsequently purified the extract 

for use in humans. The injection was given to 
Leonard Thompson, and his blood sugar 

immediately lowered. Subsequently, his 
urine cleared of sugars and other signs of 
the disease.

Banting and Macleod received the 1923 
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 
for the discovery of insulin, and split their 
awards with Best and Collip respectively.

A

NECESSARY NEEDLE
THE 100 YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIRST INSULIN INJECTION
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E V E  B E L L E  C A R E  H O M E

Register Your Interest Today
www.EveBelle.Care

Eve Belle, Nevendon Road, Wickford, SS12 0QH

OPENING
SPRING 2022

E V E  B E L L E  I S  T H E  L A T E S T  C A R E  H O M E  I N  T H E
H I G H L Y - R E G A R D E D  S A N D E R S  S E N I O R  L I V I N G

C O L L E C T I O N ,  D E S I G N E D  T O  B E  A
S T U N N I N G ,  S T A T E - O F - T H E - A R T  C O M M U N I T Y .
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Are your jeans feeling a tad tight after the festive season? Do you want 
to realise a healthier and happier you in 2022 and beyond? If yes, a 
personal trainer might be just what you need. 

The motivation to succeed
January is one of the most popular times of the year for joining a gym, yet a 
massive 50 per cent of new members quit or stop going within six months. 
The beauty of a personal trainer is that you are committed to a particular time 
and place, and you are much more likely to work harder with a professional 
motivator by your side. 

You can learn about health and fitness
Certified personal trainers aren’t just fitness fanatics who choose to combine 
their passion and their job. They know about human physiology, body mechanics, 
exercise science, and so much more. This means that they can help you to train smarter 
to see the results you want. 

A personalised plan
As the name suggests, a personal trainer will give you a personalised health 
and fitness plan that is specifically tailored to your body’s needs and the 
results you would like to see. They will take into consideration any injuries 
you have, as well as any body imbalances that could be affecting your 
progress. 

Nutritional advice
Weight loss is 80 per cent diet and 20 per cent exercise, so if you want to 
start shifting the pounds, you need to make sure you are eating the right 
foods to support your weight loss and your activity levels. A personal trainer 
will be able to advise you on proper nutrition, showing you how much protein 
you need and how to incorporate more fruit and veg into your diet. 
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Lawn Lane , Chelmsford, CM1 7GU 
www.springfieldhospital.co.uk

 /SpringfieldHospital

Springfield Hospital’s clinic is available to anyone with breast 
symptoms. If you are paying for yourself, just call the number 
below to make an appointment. If you are using your private 
medical insurance, please call your insurance company to get 
an authorisation number. Then call our appointments line who 
will make an appointment for you. 

01245 234 000

We are proud to support
Breast Cancer 

Awareness Month
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2. Stiffness
Difficulty putting your shoes or socks on is a common 
sign of stiffness in your hip, especially if one foot is more 
difficult than the other. You may also start to feel your hip 
joint clicking, popping or grinding in ways which impair 
your normal range of movement. If this is an ongoing 
problem, you should speak with a specialist.
3. The one leg test
If you can’t stand on your problem leg for longer than 
a minute – even with the support of a door frame or 
table-top for balance, then you might have a problem 
with your hip.

There are some other exercises you can try at home 
to see if you could benefit from hip pain treatment. For 
instance:
•  Lying on your back or sitting, can you bring your knee 

to your chest? Assist with your hands if you need to.
•  Lying on your back, can you move your leg out to the 

side without moving your trunk?
•  Sitting on a chair, can you place your ankle on the 

opposite knee and let the knee drop down as far as 
possible?

For each test, compare both sides of your body. You 
may find the test easier on one side than the other, and 
many people notice this.
4. No relief from other treatments
Most hip problems can be resolved without a full hip 
replacement. There is a range of treatments available, 
including physiotherapy and medication that may better 
address your symptoms.

If your hip pain is not severely limiting your daily life, or 
you have found ongoing relief from these less invasive 
treatments, then it indicates a hip replacement is likely 
not the right option for you yet.

At Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital our 
experienced team of orthopaedic surgeons are experts 
in lower limb procedures and provide quick access to 
hip replacement surgery.

Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital reveals 
the signs you might need a new one.
What is a hip replacement? This is a  procedure to 
remove your damaged hip joint and replace it with an 
artificial joint. It’s used to treat hip pain, most commonly 
hip osteoarthritis, which is gradual wear and tear of 
the joint. During the procedure, the damaged joint is 
removed and replaced with an artificial ball and socket 
joint (a prosthesis). There are many different types of hip 
replacement and your surgeon will recommend the one 
that’s best for you.

There are no set rules when it comes to hip 
replacement. While the surgery is commonly associated 
with older patients, in truth it’s a life-changing procedure 
for anyone with a worn hip joint.

The following signs may indicate hip arthritis or be 
symptoms of other problems. The best way to accurately 
diagnose the state of your hip is to speak to a specialist 
and have an x-ray.
1. Hip or groin pain
Pain around the hip or groin area can be one of the 
major indicators that there may be an underlying 
problem with your hip joint. Let’s look at some of the 
different ways it can manifest.
Pain when walking
If hip or groin pain is preventing you from walking 
normal distances for you or completing your usual daily 
activities, then speak to a specialist.

It’s important to remember that this can be relative to 
you. For some, being able to comfortably stroll a short 
distance to the post box or local shop is enough. For 
others, being unable to complete a five-mile walk is 
unthinkable. It all depends on your lifestyle.

You may find yourself compensating with a limp, 
relying on a walking stick, or even needing painkillers 
just to cope with the pain of walking or other activities 
such as climbing the stairs or getting into a car.
Pain during exercise
Soreness or pain during or after exercise which is 
stopping you from being as active as you normally 
would, be it jogging, swimming or other physical 
activities, can be a sign of hip arthritis.

The pain is usually localised between your hip and 
knee. If the pain is lower down towards the ankle the 
problem might be caused by back problems.
Pain at night
If hip pain makes it hard to fall asleep or you find 
yourself waking up because of the pain caused by 
your movements in the night – talk to someone about 
it. There are a number of hip or joint-related issues that 
could be affecting your sleep.

Is a bad hip stopping you 
from doing everyday things?

How to book a consultation at Nuffield Health 
Brentwood Hospital 
If you are interested in hip replacement surgery or want 
expert advice from a professional, you will need to book 
a private consultation with one of our orthopaedic 
experts before proceeding with any treatment. To book 
a consultation, please contact our dedicated hospital 
enquiry team on:
Telephone:01277 695 631
Online: www.nuffieldhealth.com/hospitals/brentwood
Visit: Brentwood Hospital, Shenfield Road, Brentwood, 
CM15 8EH

Why choose Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital for your general surgery?

Whether you are seeking results from a diagnostic procedure or looking  
at treatment options to remove a painful hernia, our team of experienced  
general surgeons at Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital are experts in their 
field, providing you with rapid access to a personalised treatment plan. 

Some of the general surgery treatments available in Brentwood Hospital include:

   Appendix removal

   Colonoscopy

   Flexible sigmoidoscopy

   Gall bladder removal 

   Gastroscopy

   Haemorrhoid removal

   Hernia repair

   Thyroid surgery

   Varicose vein surgery

   Weight loss surgery.

For more information or to book,

Email brentwood.enquiries@nuffieldhealth.com 
Call 01277 554 181 
Visit nuffieldhealth.com/brentwood

Follow us at @nuffieldhealthbrentwoodhospital
Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital
Shenfield Road, Brentwood, Essex CM15 8EH

Don’t put your 
life on hold
Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital

At Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital our experienced 
general surgeons specialise in a range of diagnostic and 
repair procedures. They are experts in their field and can 
provide rapid access to treatment.

Don’t put  
your life on hold.
Get the treatment you need, fast.

Your treatment guide for  
infected or enlarged tonsils. 
Thursday 14 June, 6.30pm 

Consultant ENT Surgeon 
Mr George Fayad

Considering vision correction 
or cataract surgery? 
Tuesday 19 June, 6.30pm

Consultant Ophthalmic Surgeon 
Mr Simon Ruben

Let’s talk hips and knees. 
Wednesday 20 June, 6.30pm 

Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon 
Mr Ravindran Ranjith

Considering weight  
loss surgery? 
Thursday 21 June, 6.30pm 

Consultant Bariatric Surgeon 
Mr Sanjay Agarwal

Understanding arthritis. 
Wednesday 27 June, 6.30pm

Consultant Rheumatologist 
Dr Anurag Bharadwaj

Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital
Shenfield Road, Brentwood, Essex CM15 8EH

For more information or to book your place visit nuffieldhealth.com/book 
or please call 01277 886 984

Join us at Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital for one of our FREE open
events and the chance to find out more from our consultants with a presentation 
or a discrete one-to-one, free 10 minute consultation.
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Do you know if you are getting enough 
protein in your diet? Essential for cell 
growth and repair, as well as building 

muscle mass, you should be getting a 
minimum of 10 per cent of your daily calories 
from protein. 

How much protein do you need? 
Most adults need around 0.75g of protein 
per kilo of body weight per day. For the 
average man, this is 55g and for the average 
women, it is 45g. This equates to two 
portions of meat, fish, nuts or tofu per day. 
As a guide, one portion of protein should fit 
into the palm of your hand. 

Four signs that show you are not getting 
enough protein in your diet:

1. Swelling: One of the most common signs 
of a protein deficiency is swelling, also known 
as oedema. This most commonly occurs in 

the abdomen, legs, feet and hands. 

2. Mood swings: Many of the neurotransmitters 
in your brain are made of amino acids, which 
means that a lack of protein can have a detrimental 
effect on your mood. Low levels of dopamine and 
serotonin, in particular, can lead to feelings of 
depression and aggression. 

3. Hair, skin and nail problems: Proteins are 
essential for healthy hair, skin and nails, as these 
are all made up of proteins such as elastin, collagen 
and keratin. Brittle nails, thinning hair and flaky skin 
are all signs of protein deficiency.
 
4. Fatigue and muscle weakness: If 
you are 55 or older, a lack of protein 
can affect the muscles responsible for 
posture and movement. Over time, 
you can lose muscle mass and find 
it harder to carry out everyday tasks. 

How to get  more protein:
>  Snack on cheese and nuts
>  Replace cereal with eggs
>  Choose Greek yogurt – not 

Greek style
 >  Pick quinoa over rice or 

choose high-protein pasta 
>  Upgrade your coffee to a latte. 

TOO MUCH PROTEIN? 
No whey!
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       CHIROPODY, PODIATRY & FOOTWEAR CENTRE

01277 659200
www.essexfootcare.com
2 The Walk, Billericay, Essex CM12 9YB

BILLERICAY HIGH STREET

THE
WALK

BILLERICAY
PODIATRY 
CLINIC

Are you suffering from 
painful nails?

Ingrowing nails, thickened nails and damaged nails can stop you from doing the things you 
love but can also affect your day to day lives and limit what you can wear.You do not need to 

suffer the pain in silence!

We are a Podiatry clinic and we are experts in treating nail issues especially painful ones.In 
many cases they are very sensitive as toes have a very high concentration of nerve endings.  
We can make the treatment painless by providing a local anaesthetic. Treatment will therefore 
be more effective and lasting.You also have the option of resolving the issue with a surgical 

procedure which will ensure a permanent solution and will leave you pain free.  

We will be there from the surgery through to healing to ensure you have the 
best possible result and are pain free.
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 www.viktoryiahealth.co.uk   
  07898559966  info@viktoryiahealth.co.uk
 @viktoryiahealth  @viktoryiawellbeing
 @viktoryiahealth

care of yourself isn’t a  vanity. 
It is sanity!

Our body is an incredible 
complex machine, where 
thousands of parts work 
together to keep our body 
functioning at optimum 
level. The negative effect 
of emotions, especially 
about yourself your body, 
stress, lifestyle and diet can 
throw the body out of sync 
and cause ‘breaking down’. Usually it takes an 
enormous amount of “abuse and neglect” before  
manifesting signs of malfunction, your body is  
amazingly resilient!

Take as an example your car, if you don’t care of it 
problems start to occur and performance starts to 
suffer, you may even have to replace it. Your Body 
needs care too. If you don’t look after it, problems 
start and your performance drops, but you can’t 
just go to the shop and trade your body in for a 
new one, so it DOES make sense to treat the body 
you have with care and love!

What’s stopping you from doing that way?
Exactly, nothing, but Yourself…

Living a healthy lifestyle and taking care of yourself 
and those trillions little cells in your body, that 
work so hard without a day off, gives your body 
the best possible chance to have a happy healthy 
life and show the world the best of you.

Put yourself on top of your TO-DO-LIST every 
day!
So you can function optimally and be in harmony 
within!
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Wheel of 
Well-Being

“ “

Self-care is a priority - not a luxury. 
It is giving the world the best of you 

instead of what’s lee of you.

Here  we are in 2022 – let’s hope it will be a 
better year after all the challenges and stresses 

we had to face in the last two years. New year,  
new goals and plans, and I really hope that one 
of them is self-care / self-love and giving yourself 
ME TIME! 

Some of you might be already familiar with the 
WHEEL OF LIFE which is a great tool to have 
and from time to time look at, it will help you  
to understand how balanced and fulfilled your 
life is in this moment. What about the WHEEL 
OF WELL-BEING? I believe it’s a number one to 
look at and, actually if you balance that, all other 
categories on your WHEEL OF LIFE will naturally 
improve and fall into place!

We often take our health and body for granted 
and abuse it in many different ways, living in our 
modern rushed and very demanding world, would 
you agree? We can be so preoccupied with the 
problems of everyday life, problems and taking 
care of other people, family, friends, virtual 
friends, social media etc… that we forget or pay 
little attention to the most important person who 
needs that care and love more than anyone else. 
It’s YOU! 

When was the last time you patted yourself on 
the shoulder and said “ Well done, I’m so proud of 
you! You did great! Or told yourself how much you 
love yourself, how amazing and beautiful you are. 
When did you last spend time taking care of YOU 
and your body, giving it all your full attention and 
care. I’m certain that the  majority of us hardly ever 
do, sometimes we are even embarrassed to take 
our clothes off and look at ourselves in the mirror, 
let alone falling in love with yourself.  

So, why is it so easy to show love, affection, and 
care for others but not yourself? Putting yourself 
first and occasionally being selfish are very healthy 
thing to do. Will you agree? Loving yourself, taking 

WHAT IS THE “WHEEL OF WELL-BEING” 
AND WHY ME TIME IS SO IMPORTANT?

It is your DUTY to take 
responsibility for your 

WELL-BEING

What are you waiting for? 
You owe it to yourself. 

Start …NOW…to have a 
better healthier version of 

yourself in 2022!

 P.S. Feel free to access my little booklet with  self-care tips and ideas on my website 
www.viktoryiahealth.co.uk . It includes 30 days of self -care challenge and you will get 

50% discount on one of my treatments as well as self-care goodie bag if you complete it. 
Contact me directly for more information.

Viktoryia Rohal, 
founder of 

Viktoryia Health
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THE LIFE OF VIRGIL ABLOH AND THE 
LEGACY THAT LIVES ON IN HIS MEMORY

AN ICON, 
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There are many musicians, artists, and even 
sportspeople who have had the benefit of 
a notable name carrying them forward at 

some point in their lives.
Virgil Abloh, the American fashion designer and 

entrepreneur, had, by his own admission, that 
very platform when he interned at Fendi back 
in 2009 and began producing t-shirts for Kayne 
West.

The rap star was bowled over by such an edgy, 
modern, confident person, whose range of talent 
and influence circumnavigated not just textiles and 
fashion, but also engineering and architecture, for 
which he earned a degree and a master’s respectively.

While Kayne’s ability to open doors sent the Illinois-
born creative into fashion houses and propelled the 
popularity of his first company, Pyrex Vision, it was with 
the high-end streetwear brand, Off-White, that founder 
Abloh truly excelled.

Revealing his modus operandi – namely that any 
product need only represent a difference of three per 
cent from another – proved a nod to the devilish detail of 
fashion and the fact that, in many ways, there are no truly 
original designs anymore. To that end, in the final years of 
his life, he was one of the first to call an end to streetwear, 
insisting that vintage styles were the future in very much 
the same way as they were the past.

The success of Off-White led Abloh to become one of 
Louis Vuitton’s artistic directors, and collaborations with 
others from Nike to the US Open to Ikea saw high-profile 
stars such as Serena Williams laud the talent of this beloved 
family man.

Sadly, Abloh was harbouring a secret that was to mean 
his all-too-brief flirtation with fashion would come to an 
end. In 2019, the designer was diagnosed with cardiac 
angiosarcoma, a type of cancer. He kept the diagnosis 
private and died on November 28, 2021, in Chicago, aged 
just 41. The showreel may be over for Abloh, but the 
catwalk music plays on.
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Waterproof   Mascara 
As much as we love waterproof mascara 

and its unique ability to prevent make-
up meltdowns, sometimes it’s 

just too good at its job. 
Discover below how to remove waterproof 

mascara with minimal fuss and maximum 
results. 

Step 1: SOAK A COTTON PAD WITH EYE MAKE-
UP REMOVER
The key to effective and less harmful waterproof 
mascara removal is in being as gentle as possible. 
Therefore, you want to choose soft pads that are 
not abrasive for your eyes. Opt for an organic 
cotton pad, soak in eye make-up remover 
and gently press to the eye. 

Step 2: SWIPE DOWNWARDS
Wait a few seconds so that the eye make-up 
remover can fully saturate your eyelashes and 
then gently swipe downwards and away. 
Avoid tugging to reduce your risk of 
eyelash loss. 

Step 3: USE A COTTON BUD 
For stubborn mascara between your lashes, dip 
a cotton bud in eye make-up remover and gently 
clean the affected area. This will also help avoid 
unsightly smudges the next morning. 

Step 4: DO NOT RUB 
If you are still struggling to remove any mascara, 
refrain from rubbing or scrubbing as the skin 
around your eyes is up to 10 times thinner than 
on other parts of your face. Instead, repeat 
the above steps until you are happy with the 
outcome.

Step 5: TREAT YOUR EYELASHES
It is important that you care for your eyelashes if you want 
them to remain strong and healthy. Treat dry and brittle 
lashes to some TLC with a lash serum or mask that contains 
pro-keratin complex for optimum results. 

Best eye make-up removers:
> Maybelline Expert Eyes Moisturising Eye Makeup Remover 
> Neutrogena Gentle Oil-Free Eye Makeup Remover
> Garnier Skin Active Micellar Cleansing Water 
> Simple Kind to Skin Eye Make-up Remover.

HOW TO REMOVE
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DO YOU LOVE HERBAL TEA BUT CAN’T FIND THE RIGHT BLEND FOR YOUR TASTES AND 
HEALTH NEEDS? IF YES, THE BELOW DIY TEAS ARE EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED

Calming Chamomile 
If you are looking for a tea blend that can help you unwind in the evening, 
then this is the perfect choice for you. All the herbs used in this tea 
contain both calming and soothing properties. 
INGREDIENTS: 2 tbsp of dried chamomile | ½ tsp of dried liquorice root |  

1 tsp dried ginger root. 
For a more potent insomnia remedy, switch the ginger for valerian root. Serve hot. 

Happy Hibiscus 
If you favour a more zingy and uplifting tea blend, then hibiscus is a great herb to use. 
Enjoy either hot or cold in the morning or as an afternoon pick-me-up.  
INGREDIENTS: 2 tbsp dried hibiscus | 1 tsp mint leaves | 1 tsp lemongrass.

Rich Chai 
Chai tea is incredibly popular owing to its health benefits, rich taste and filling 
nature. To make the below tea blend, crush the spices in a mortar and blend with 

black tea. Add milk to finish. Perfect with breakfast. 
INGREDIENTS: 1 tsp dried ginger | ½ tsp peppercorns | 2 inches of cinnamon stick |  
1 tsp cardamon | 1 tsp cloves | 3-5 tbsp Assam black tea.

Chocolate Delight 
For those who crave something sweet, this herbal chocolate blend will not 
disappoint. Use boiling water to brew the tea and melt the chocolate. Enjoy at any 

time of the day. 
INGREDIENTS: 1 tsp chocolate drops | 2 tbsp pure rooibos tea | 1 inch vanilla pod | ½ tsp 
cocoa shells. 

Add a pinch of dried mint leaves for an After Eight-tasting tea. 

Simple Two-Ingredient Tea Blends:
1.  Rose petals and black tea – rich in antioxidants; may alleviate menstrual 

cramps.
2.  Lemongrass and green tea – has anti-inflammatory properties; may relieve 

anxiety. 
3.  Lavender and white tea – can help combat insomnia and improve mood 

disorders. 
4.  Cinnamon and rooibos tea – use to balance sugar levels and prevent 

premature ageing. 
5.  Mint and green tea – has 

antibacterial properties; can 
improve digestion. 

Indian Cuisine Restaurant & Takeaway

BOOK A TABLE & ENJOY OUR BEAUTIFUL SURROUNDINGS 
Traditional Curries •  Tikka Massala • Pathia • Dansak... & more 
All dishes freshly prepared & cooked to the highest standard
You are welcome to bring your own alcohol to our premises

CALL TO BOOK ON 01277 636 063 • 01277 623 664

21c High Street , Billericay, Essex CM12 9BA
rated excellent on

10% 10% OFFOFF

ENJOY INCREDIBLE FOOD

10% OFF ONLINE ORDERS  10% OFF ONLINE ORDERS  WWW.SPICEKINGBILLERICAY.COMWWW.SPICEKINGBILLERICAY.COM

THE BRENTWOOD THE BRENTWOOD 
FOOD TRUCKFOOD TRUCK

Traditional East End Traditional East End 
Pie, Mash & LiquorPie, Mash & Liquor

07783 373 46307783 373 463

FIND US AT FIND US AT 
ST PETER’S CHURCH,ST PETER’S CHURCH,

CLAUGHTON WAY, CLAUGHTON WAY, 
HUTTON, BRENTWOOD, HUTTON, BRENTWOOD, 

CM13 1JSCM13 1JS
(On the corner of Rayleigh Rd)(On the corner of Rayleigh Rd)

THURSDAY 4:30PM - 7:30PM   
FRIDAY 4:30PM - 7:30PM 
SATURDAY 12PM - 7:30PM   
SUNDAY CLOSED

 OVER 250 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 
REVIEWS ON JUST EAT 

www.hugospieandmash.com 
 @hugos_pieandmash
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bacon butty! 
All hail the 

The bacon butty has been named the UK’s favourite sandwich, beating both cheese and pickle 
and ham and cheese to claim the number one spot. 

With one in five picking this British classic, let’s take a closer look at what makes a great 
bacon sandwich. 

History of sandwiches
The sandwich is named after John Montagu, 4th Earl of Sandwich, 

who is said to have ordered his valet to bring him a piece of 
meat tucked between two pieces of bread. Today, the 

humble sandwich remains the UK’s favourite lunch, with 
one in five Brits claiming to eat one every day. 

How does the nation like their bacon butties?
More than a quarter of Brits choose sliced white 
as their bread of choice when making a bacon 
butty. Coming in second is the French baguette, 
with wholegrain bread in third place. Somewhat 

surprisingly, it’s mayonnaise, not ketchup, that 
is the nation’s sauce of choice when it comes 

to making a bacon sandwich, with 48 
per cent of Brits favouring this creamy 

condiment.

How to make the ultimate bacon 
butty
While everyone has their own 
personal preferences when it 

comes to making a bacon sandwich, 
below is our go-to recipe for creating 

the ultimate bacon butty. 
You will need: A white or brown bloomer 
loaf or even a roll | 4 slices of smoked back 

bacon |  Ketchup or brown sauce | Butter – 
ideally salted Lurpack.
How to cook the bacon: Always pan fry your 

rashers rather than bake them in the oven | Fry 
over a medium heat so that the fat renders down 

and the meat caramelises | Fry until the bacon is 
fairly crispy but do not let it shrink too much.

How to make: Gently toast one side of 
the bread/roll in the leftover bacon fat | 
Generously butter the other slice | Add the 
bacon | Top with either ketchup or brown 
sauce | Sit back, relax and enjoy.

    Credit: Brazen via foodhub@wearebrazenpr.com
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Gibson’s Finest Meats is a family run butchers & farm shop. 
We supply some of London’s finest restaurants & chefs.

Summerhill Garden Centre, Pipps Hill Road North, Billericay, CM11 2UJ

01268 952196  n  www.Gibsons-meats.co.uk  n  gibsonsmeats111@gmail.com

LOCALLY REARED BEEF n STEAKS n PORK & GAMMON n WELSH LAMB n FREE RANGE POULTRY
SAUSAGES & PIES n GLUTEN FREE SAUSAGES n CHEESES n FRUIT & VEG n JARS n CURRY KITS

 OPEN 
7 DAYS 
A WEEK
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on getting and staying motivated

In his latest column, sales mentor and personal n his latest column, sales mentor and personal 
growth coach, Bruce King, discusses how to growth coach, Bruce King, discusses how to 
wake up and stay motivated.wake up and stay motivated.

Motivation is so often thought of as something 
you have done to you, or you do to yourself to get 
yourself moving, usually in the direction of achieving 
your goals. 

If you struggle with motivation, there are 
thousands of personal development coaches out 
there who will happily take your money and do 
what they can to motivate you. But in most cases, 
the results will only be temporary.

The most important thing you need to understand 
is what motivation really is.

Motivation comes from the word ‘motive’ (reason).
Your motivation comes from your motive, your 

‘why’, your reason for wanting to achieve your 
goals.

Doesn’t that put a totally different light on it?
Without a why, no goal will be very inspiring or 

motivating.
Yet when you define your why – what it will really 

mean for you, how amazing you’ll feel, what you’ll 
have and be able to do when you’ve achieved your 
goals – you will be massively more motivated, most 
if not all the time. And you probably won’t need 
anyone’s help to motivate you.

So, to define your why, here’s an exercise I use 
with many of the people I coach. 

Invest at least half an hour (it’s going to be one of 
the most valuable half-hours ever), think about the 
following question and write down your answers. 
And don’t stop until you cannot think of anything 
else to write, no matter how long it takes.

Ask yourself – why do I do what I do?
Keep that piece of paper with you and whenever 

you need motivating, read it.
That’s all the motivation you should ever need.

More information:
Bruce King is recognised internationally as a 
leading sales, marketing and personal growth 
strategist, addressing audiences and coaching 
sales teams and managers in 23 countries.  
For more information, visit bruceking.co.uk

WHY
K N O W  Y O U R
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…it’s never 

too early 

to make an 

LPA 

Fisher Jones Greenwood LLP,   
102 High Street, Billericay, CM12 9BY
Offices across Essex and London

01277 424080  
www.fjg.co.uk 
enquiry@fjg.co.uk 

Because 
we don’t 

know

Don’t put it off. Often it takes a life changing event to prompt someone into action, which can 
sometimes be too late. Many others don’t consider making an LPA at all, believing that “it won’t 
happen to me”. However, planning ahead and having LPAs prepared before they are needed can stop 
the evitable roadblocks faced by those dealing with your financial & business matters and health & 
welfare choices if the worst does happen and you are not able to make decisions yourself. 

Contact us today to protect yourself and your loved ones.  
Legal advice with a conscience.

Essex and London based solicitors Fisher Jones 
Greenwood continue to grow their planning 
consultancy team after appointing highly 
respected chartered town planner, 
Matthew Lang.

Matthew, a qualified town planner  
joins the firm with over 18 years of 
experience gained in a local authority 
role. He has experience of a wide range 
of cases including major residential 
and commercial projects. In his role at 
FJG he will  be  providing representation 
at meetings where required and is adept in 
dealing with all aspects of planning enforcement 
matters and certificates of lawful development 
(existing and proposed).

Matthew commented: “To be joining  FJG at an 
exciting point of growth,  is a move I am very excited 
about. I’m looking forward to working with the team 
to build FJG’s profile both regionally and nationally  

PLANNING CONSULTANCY 
SERVICES CONTINUE TO GROW

as the leading name in town 
planning”.

Chief Operating Officer 
Paula Cameron added: 
“Town planning is a 
sector that aligns well 
with our property law 
services. Matthew’s 

appointment reflects the 
firms continued growth 

plans to extend our current 
client offering to include 

specialist and non-law services”.
Head of Commercial Property, Ellen 

said “Whilst Matthew will be primarily based in our 
Colchester office, he will be working nationally on a 
number of projects. Our current town planning team 
has already seen great success, so we’re excited for 
someone with Matthew’s extensive experience to 
join them.”
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Myopia is one of the most common vision problems in childhood, affecting up to five per cent of pre-
schoolers, nine per cent of school-aged children, and 30 per cent of adolescents. And, since the 
pandemic, cases in children are higher than ever before. 

WHAT IS MYOPIA? 
Myopia, also known as short-sightedness, is an eye condition that causes distant objects to appear 
blurred. Since the pandemic began, there has been a surge in diagnoses, with an increased amount of 
screentime being the most likely cause. 

In children, myopia typically occurs between the ages of six and 13, and it often worsens during the 
teenage years before stabilising in the early twenties. 

WHAT CAUSES MYOPIA? 
Myopia occurs when the eyes grow slightly too long. This means that the light doesn’t 
focus on the retina at the back of the eyes properly. It is not completely clear why 
this happens, but it often runs in families and has been linked to focusing on 
nearby objects, such as computers or books, for long periods of time during 
childhood.

DOES MY CHILD HAVE MYOPIA? 
There are several signs to look out for that indicate your child may be short-
sighted. These include:
• Needing to sit at the front of the class at school to see the 

whiteboard 
• Sitting close to the TV at home or holding a tablet close to 

the face
• Complaining of headaches or tired eyes
• Regularly rubbing their eyes.

HOW TO TREAT MYOPIA
If you suspect that your child may be short-sighted, you should book them in 
for an eye test as soon as possible. 
There are several treatments for myopia, including:
• Corrective lenses that help the eyes to focus on distant 

objects – in the form of either glasses or contact lenses
• Low-dose atropine eye drops – these can slow down 

myopia in children
• More time outside and less time in front of a screen.  

Myopia
THE RISE OF 
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WORRYING PROBLEMS
Unless it has a Contemplation of Marriage clause, 

marriage or re-marriage invalidates a Will, requiring a new 
arrangement

Without a Will, spouses and civil partners are NOT 
automatically entitled to all of the estate assets on death, 
and the Government could inherit your estate if you die with 
no surviving traceable relatives

If a couple dies simultaneously, the elder is deemed to 
have died first – s184 Law of Property Act 1925, leaving 
only the younger spouse’s family to inherit

Without a Will, even grandparents have NO automatic 
Legal Guardianship of their orphaned grandchildren 

Without a Will, the Rules of Intestacy, ie ‘The Government 
Will’, could land the children with an IHT liability

A beneficiary or their spouse should not be a witness to a 
Will, or they will disinherit themselves

Although divorce does not invalidate a Will, marriage will 
indeed invalidate a Will, unless a marriage clause has been 
embedded

If you have no surviving parents, siblings, grandparents, 
uncles or aunts, then under the Intestacy Rules, the whole 
estate goes to the Crown or the Duchy of Lancaster or the 
Duke of Cornwall

A WILL WRITER’S WORDS OF WISDOM

MAKE YOUR WILL…
…IN THE COMFORT OF YOUR OWN HOME

Do you and your family have the peace of mind of an up-to date Will, or a Power of    
Attorney for yourself or your parents, or Legal Guardians for your children under 18? 

My professional services for arranging personally-tailored Wills, Powers of Attorney, Probate and expert 
guidance on Inheritance Tax and Care Home Fees, are offered to applicants 7 days a week on a fixed 

fee basis in your own home, regardless of consultation time and number of visits 
Please note that weekend home visit meetings are offered at no extra cost

ENGLEMAN  WILLS
+ POWERS  OF  ATTORNEY + PROBATE

YOUR WILL AT HOME!
ce of mind of an up-to-date Will, Legal Guardians for your 
of Attorney for yourself or your parents?

Power of Attorney service is offered 7 days a week on a
regardless of consultation time and number of visits.

N WILL WRITING SERVICE

then call 01268 761022 for a fee quotation 
www.businessadvisoressex.co.uk/making-a-will-home-visit-essex/
www.businessadvisoressex.co.uk/will-writer-essex-home-visit/

MARTIN ENGLEMAN AIPW  AFPC
 Qualified Member of the Institute of Professional Will Writers ~ Certificate in Mortgage

Practice & Equity Release, Chartered Insurance Institute ~ Diploma, Personal Finance Society

Please visit www.businessadvisoressex.co.uk for more detailed
information, then call me for a fixed fee quotation and free advice

 

Mobile: 07901 948745
1 Nesbit Close 

 Wickford,  Essex SS12 0PT

Do you and your family have the peace of mind of an up-to date Will, 
or a Power of Attorney for yourself or your parents, 

or Legal Guardians for your children under 18?
My professional services for arranging 
personally-tailored Wills, Powers of 
Attorney, Probate and expert guidance 
on Inheritance Tax and Care Home 
Fees, are offered to applicants seven 
days a week on a fixed fee basis in your 
own home, regardless of consultation 
time and number of visits.

MAKE YOUR WILL…
…IN THE COMFORT OF YOUR OWN HOME

ENGLEMAN WILLS
+ POWERS OF ATTORNEY + PROBATE

Please visit www.businessadvisoressex.co.uk 
for more detailed information, then call me for 
a fixed fee quotation and free advice

Office: 01268 761022
Mobile: 07901 948745
1 Nesbit Close, Wickford, 
Essex SS12 0PT

Please note that weekend home visit meetings are offered at no extra cost

MARTIN ENGLEMAN AIPW AFPC
Qualified Member of the Institute of Professional 
Will Writers ~ Certificate in Mortgage Practice & 
Equity Release, Chartered Insurance Institute ~ 
Diploma, Personal Finance Society

PEACE OF MIND SOLUTIONS
Always appoint charities as your final beneficiaries, to 

avoid your estate being claimed by the Government
By the use of a Property Protection Trust, you can ensure 

that if you pre-decease and your spouse re-marries and has 
more children, your own children benefit from your share of 
your home, and not the new spouse. BUT if Probate is not 
completed, the Trust Deed will not be set up and notified 
at the Land Registry

If children have special care needs, an appropriate 
Discretionary Trust could avoid loss of State benefits on 
them inheriting your estate 

A Grant of Probate confirms to Executors that they 
have the authority to act and carry out the wishes of the 
deceased

Provide in your Will for continuity of your business on your 
death

If you own property abroad, you should arrange a Will for 
your assets in that country, to avoid costly fees and much 
Probate delay

If a Named Beneficiary, Executor, Trustee or Legal Guardian 
changes their name, e.g., on marriage or by Deed Poll, it is 
not necessary to amend the Will: documentary evidence, eg 
Decree Absolute, is sufficient

A properly worded Will could ensure that half the value of 
your home is potentially protected against Local Authority care 
home fees

There is no Inheritance Tax liability if the deceased spouse 
has left their entire estate to their surviving spouse or civil 
marriage partner
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THE BEST PLACES AROUND THE 
WORLD TO SPEND DRY JANUARY 

Dest inationT
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Destination

id you overindulge a little during the festive 
period? Are you more than ready to get on 
the wagon and give Dry January a try?

If yes, then these sober-friendly holiday 
destinations are just what you need to stay on the 
straight and narrow. 

Santorini, Greece
Beloved by honeymooners and those wanting a 
romantic getaway, while you can still buy booze in 
Santorini, this stunning beach destination is better 
known for relaxation, eating, and exploring the local 
villages. 

Malaysia
If you want a holiday destination where it is too 
expensive to drink alcohol, then Malaysia is the 
country for you. With one of the world’s highest 
alcohol taxes and alcohol highly restricted and 
even banned in some places, you won’t have much 
choice but to find other ways to have fun. 

Peru
For those who are seeking delicious alcohol-free 
alternatives, this South American country certainly 
delivers. Choose from nutrient-rich juices made 

from local fruits, or chicha morada, a Peruvian 
speciality made from dried purple corn. 

The Maldives
One of the most popular destinations for winter 
sun, it is forbidden for locals to drink alcohol in the 
Maldives, and they are instead used to drinking tea 
and coconut water. While you can still indulge in 
the island’s resorts, why not enjoy a truly authentic 
experience and go booze-free? 

Morocco 
Unlike us Brits, alcohol is not really part of Moroccan 
culture, so you won’t see many offerings in local 
bars, hotels and shops. Instead, focus on exploring 
its ancient cities and stunning architecture, as well 
as its many markets, which are perfect for grabbing 
a bargain or two. 

Tokyo, Japan
Although alcohol is easy to get hold of in Japan, 
like Morocco, this country does not have a strong 
drinking culture, so you won’t feel pressured to drink. 
Instead, check out the high-tech entertainment or 
visit a sumo stable and see the country’s national 
sport live in action.  

D
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Airports
20002000

24/7 Airport Transfer  Any Destination in UK  European Holiday Destinations
Cruise Terminals  Any Sort of Leisure or Business Travel

01268 46-2000 07943 472 998
  airports2000booking@gmail.com

 www.airports2000.co.uk

www.imperials.co.uk

For more information contact
email: mason@imperials.co.uk | Tel/WhatsApp: 0208 548 7830

WE ARE CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR STOCK TO BUY OR S.O.R.WE ARE CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR STOCK TO BUY OR S.O.R.
ROLLS ROYCE | BENTLEY | MCLAREN, AMG | M, ETC...

IF YOU ARE LOOKING TO RELEASE SOME EQUITY PLEASE CONTACT USIF YOU ARE LOOKING TO RELEASE SOME EQUITY PLEASE CONTACT US
 

WE WANT TO BUY WE WANT TO BUY 
YOUR CARSYOUR CARS
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When it comes to helping the environment, 
every little helps. There are a lot of things 
you can do to build greener habits, 

starting with your own garden.
Creating an eco-friendly garden is the perfect way to support 

the environment from home – no matter the size of your space. 
Make your garden more sustainable with the following tips. 

USE RECYCLED MATERIALS
Using recycled materials is one of the major ways you can make your 
garden more eco-friendly. This could include wooden palettes, old plant 
pots, and plastic food containers. You could also consider upcycling 
dated or discoloured garden furniture. 

SUPPORT NATURE’S POLLINATORS
Nature relies on bees and insects for pollination. The growing decline in 
their populations could have serious consequences for food production 
and much more in the future. Planting some bee-friendly flowers could 
help you play your part in boosting their numbers, while also bringing 
some colour to your garden. Popular bee-friendly flowers include lavender, 
honeysuckle, snapdragons, bluebells, and primroses.

CONSERVE WATER
Taking steps to conserve water will help the environment, as well as keep 
your bills low. Having some water butts will help you collect rainwater that 
you can use for watering flowers, topping up your pond, and other garden 
tasks. You should also avoid sprinklers and over-watering your garden to 
help reduce your water use.

MAKE YOUR GARDEN WILDLIFE-FRIENDLY
There are different things you can do to encourage wildlife visitors to your 
garden. This helps increase biodiversity and gives you your own chemical-
free pest control. Build a pond, put up some bird boxes, and provide 
some food sources to encourage these welcome visitors to your garden. 

You can prevent pests and weeds without having to resort to chemical 
methods. Some herbs, such as chives, rosemary and mint, make excellent 
pest deterrents, while you can manually remove weeds to keep them from 
taking control of your garden.

GET COMPOSTING
Instead of buying compost from the garden centre, why not make your 
own? Start collecting your vegetable peelings, lawn cuttings, teabags, 
egg boxes, shredded newspaper, and cardboard to cut down on waste 
and put it to good use.

GO GREENERGO GREENER G
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With Your 

Eco-Friendly 
Outdoor Space
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All of your Landscaping & Tree Care Needs

• Tree Surgery & Removal
• Pollarding & Pruning
• Hedge Trimming
• Shrub Pruning
• Garden Clearance
• Site Left Tidy

• Driveways & Patios
• Paths & Brickwork 
• Gravel Gardens
• Fencing & Turfing
• Drive & Patio Cleaning
• Tarmacadam/Tar & Chip 

Tel: 01621 892 659 or Mob: 07495 766 372

THE ONLY WASTE IS ESSEX 
SKIP HIRE

2 Yard Skips • 4 Yard Skips • 6 Yard Skips

LICENSED WASTE CARRIER
MIDI & MINI SKIPS

Family run • Friendly Efficient Service
Covering South Essex

SAME DAY DELIVERY
07902 567890

We repair all makes and models
Washing Machines • Tumble Dryers

Dishwashers • Ovens • Hobs • Cookers
Fridge/Freezers • Extractor Hoods

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
AND SALES

New appliances in stock for 
same day delivery & installation
Prices listed on our website

Call 01279 310793
Or Book Online

www.spindoctoruk.co.uk
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ECO-FRIENDLY POTS

Plant pots made from newspaper are an 
excellent way to recycle, and because they’re 
biodegradable, you won’t need to transfer 

your plants when they’re ready to be planted 
outside. 

Simple and quick, you can get the whole family 
involved in making DIY plant pots.

What you need:
Newspaper | A mould | A seed tray | Compost | 
Seeds
How to make:

1. Find a suitable mould: Find 
something that could work as a 
mould, like a tube or a tin. You may 
need a range of moulds if you’re 
planting different types of seeds.

2. Cut newspaper strips to size: Cut 
strips of newspaper that are long 
enough to wrap around the mould 
multiple times. You could also fold 
newspaper into narrow strips to 

boost the layers. You’re aiming for four to six layers 
of newspaper. 

3. Wrap your strips tightly around 
the mould: Wrap the paper around 
tightly, securing the sides to keep 
the structure rigid. You’ll need to 
fold the paper over the bottom of 
the mould so that you can keep 
everything securely in place. Folding 
the ends down tightly means you 
won’t need any other materials to 
secure your pot. 

4. Remove the paper carefully from 
the mould: Slide the paper off the 
mould, taking care not to cause any 
tears.

5. Plant your seeds: Transfer your paper pot to 
a seed tray and plant your seeds. When they’ve 
outgrown the seed tray, you can transfer your paper 
pot to another pot and let the newspaper break 
down naturally. 

Making your own paper plant pots helps you reuse 
materials and gives you a solid structure for planting 
seeds. Give it a try and do your bit to be greener.

Photo credit: www.gardenersworld.com
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Want to make your green fingers even greener? You could try making your own plant pots 
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WWW.ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK £5 MILLION PUBLIC LIABILITY

ALL TREE WORKS
UNDERTAKEN

07500 870309   01277 284638  INFO@ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK 

FAMILY RUN BUSINESS
OVER 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE

07500 870399 / 01277 284638

Call today for your no
obligation, quote with

no hidden extras!ESSEX TOP RATED 
TREE SURGERY COMPANY 

2017/2018 ON 

PRUNING, THINNING,
REDUCTIONS,

FELLING AND REMOVAL,
DEAD WOOD REMOVAL,

SITE CLEARANCE,
HEDGE MAINTENANCE,

FIREWOOD SALES

Trim 148 x 210 mm

WWW.ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK £5 MILLION PUBLIC LIABILITY

ALL TREE WORKS
UNDERTAKEN

07500 870309   01277 284638  INFO@ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK 

FAMILY RUN BUSINESS
OVER 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE

07500 870399 / 01277 284638

Call today for your no
obligation, quote with

no hidden extras!ESSEX TOP RATED 
TREE SURGERY COMPANY 

2017/2018 ON 

PRUNING, THINNING,
REDUCTIONS,

FELLING AND REMOVAL,
DEAD WOOD REMOVAL,

SITE CLEARANCE,
HEDGE MAINTENANCE,

FIREWOOD SALES

Trim 148 x 210 mm

ALL TREE WORK 
UNDERTAKEN

CALL TODAY 
FOR YOUR 

NO OBLIGATION 
QUOTE WITH NO 
HIDDEN EXTRAS

m FAMILY RUN BUSINESS 
mOVER 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE
mPRUNING mTHINNING mREDUCTIONS 
m FELLING AND REMOVAL mDEAD WOOD REMOVAL 
mSITE CLEARANCE mHEDGE MAINTENANCE
m FIREWOOD SALES  m FULLY INSURED

ESSEX TOP RATED TREE SURGERY COMPANY 2017/2018 ON

01277 551170 / 0208 787 5755
www.essextreecareltd.co.uk

SPECIALIST IN PRE-CAST BUILDINGS

CONTACT US ON 020 8590 3701
www.rpageconcretebuildings.com 

 rpageconcretebuildings
951-953 High Road, Chadwell Heath, Romford, Essex RM6 4HB

SINGLE GARAGES  n  DOUBLE GARAGES  n  CONSERVATORIES 
GARDEN ROOMS  n  SHEDS/WORKSHOPS  & MORE

n  FAMILY RUN BUSINESS  n  50 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
n  5 YEARS GUARANTEE  n  DESIGNS TAILORED FOR YOU
n   HIGH QUALITY, LOW MAINTENANCE CONSTRUCTION



We watch the Winter Olympics partly with admiration, partly for slightly 
comedic entertainment. Whoever thought riding down an ice track on a 
glorified metal tea tray at 80mph was a good idea?

To pull off any kind of sporting prowess with icy, snowy and bitterly cold 
conditions is impressive, but the peculiarity of winter sport stretches far beyond 
gliding across a frozen lake on two blades of steel.

Here are five winter sports you probably never knew existed – now all you need 
is for the temperature to drop below zero so you can partake:

SNOW SCOOTING – The scooting trend has transformed our towns 
and cities. A simple adaption to remove the wheels and curate a 
more aerodynamic board to stand on, with a handlebar unit that 
responds to left and right pushes, means you are ready to embark 
on a whole new form of scooting… on ice.

WOK RACING – Sometimes the name alone is enough to fill in the 
gaps. Competitors sit on a round-bottomed Chinese wok and speed 

down a variety of courses, from a bobsled track to a steep bank. 
Handles are optional.

SHOVEL RACING – For a sport that does what it says on the tin, shovel racing 
is a lot of fun, with the flatness of the metal providing a comfortable yet speedy 
base for descent. 

ICE KARTING – We’re told to avoid driving in freezing conditions, but ice 
karting capitalises on our thrill for negotiating unpredictable hazards and, of 
course, powerslides.

ICE YACHTING – This sport is a cross between windsurfing and traditional 
sailing, with yachts simply adapted with the addition of runners on the 
bottom, which glide across the ice. It’s very popular in the Netherlands 
and Finland.

FROM WOK RACING TO ICE YACHTING – THE WINTER SPORTS YOU 
PROBABLY NEVER KNEW EXISTED

SNOW 
WAY!
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We are living in a brave new era as far as 
the vehicles we drive are concerned. 
These shimmering, humming specimens 

cruise around our streets almost imperiously, but 
for those of us keen to rid ourselves of a gas-
guzzling giant, it seems many of us aren’t clued up 
on the comparison.

An electric car is, quite simply, a fully electric 
vehicle. It will never require a trip to the petrol 
pump, and that means the cost of running it is 
significantly reduced compared to its fuel-hungry 
cousins – in fact, the estimated running costs of 
an electric car are just 25 per cent of what it costs 
to run a petrol or diesel vehicle.

The downside of an electric car is the need 
to recharge the battery. This can typically take 
several hours, which can cause a headache when 
it comes to long road trips, so you need to plan 

ahead if you do have a long journey.
However, the development of rapid electric 

chargers seems capable of dramatically reducing 
this time, in some cases down to as little as half 
an hour. 

Hybrid
A hybrid car runs on electricity, but also has a fuel 
tank in order to boost or prolong performance. In 
most models, the petrol powers the wheels, while 
the electric element propels the drive.

There are a range of hybrid variations – from 
mild, where the battery rarely drives the wheels 
on its own; to full hybrid, where the wheels are 
powered by the engine and the motor working 
together; to a plug-in hybrid, where a much bigger 
battery can be charged independently. This means 
you get all the benefits of green motoring with a 
petrol back-up if needed (which it typically will be if 
travelling more than 30 miles).
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WE’RE ALL AWARE OF THE ECO MOTORING REVOLUTION, BUT DO WE REALLY KNOW 
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ELECTRIC AND HYBRID CARS?
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THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 01277 55404501277 554045 TODAY

AIRPORT TRANSFERS

AIRPORTS 2000
24/7 any destination in UK. European holiday destinations. 
Cruise terminals. Any leisure or business travel. 01268 
462000 | 07943 472998 | airports2000booking@gmail.com

BATHROOMS & KITCHENS

GEORGE BARNETT KITCHENS  
Kitchens, Bedrooms, AV, Home Office. 01277 217972 | sales@
georgebarnettkitchens.co.uk | www.georgebarnettkitchens.
co.uk | showroom 68 Woodland Ave, Brentwood, CM13 1HH 

BLINDS

WORTH & CO BLINDS  
Essex’s leading blind, awning, & interior shutter specialists for 
over 100 years. Call us on 01277 809045

BOILERS

VMON LTD 
Gas safe plumbing and heating engineer, supply and 
fit new boilers, service, repair and landlord certificates.  
Call 07771 928666

BUILDING SERVICES

TIMMINS PROPERTY SERVICES
From the smallest job to the largest high profile project, 
FREE estimates with no obligation. Emergency 24hr service. 
Call us on 01277 810005 or email t-p-s-l@btconnect.com

MASTERBUILD & MAINTENANCE LTD 
Specialist in new builds, extensions, loft conversions, 
refurbishments & landscaping. Contact us for a quote or 
advice 07894 744122

CLEANER 

BRIGHT & BEAUTIFUL 
Domestic/commercial cleaners, DBS checked, fully insured. 
Regular cleans, one offs, end of tenancy, care homes, offices. 
Pure, eco-friendly, non-toxic products used. 01277 287503

MOLLY MAID 
Our professionally trained team will make your home sparkle.
We tailor our cleans to your individual needs, schedule and 
budget. 01277 424985 | emma.brooks@mollymaid.co.uk

COMPUTER REPAIRS

DH COMPUTING 
Friendly help direct to your door, all your computer needs, low 
rates (no VAT), no call out charge, homes/small businesses 
covered. 01277 523127 | help@dhcomputing.co.uk

CONSERVATORIES

ROOTHWAY BUILDERS LTD 
Is your conservatory too hot in summer and too cold in 
winter? If Yes, we have a solution. Contact a Local Family 
Business 01702 200062 | 07770 793389 | 07900 398201

DOG GROOMING 

SMITHS
Experienced Dog Groomers. Call us on 07835 756007. 
Based at Hunters Chase Garden Centre, Brentwood,  
CM13 1SN

ELECTRICIAN

CAPITAL ELECTRICAL LTD 
Domestic & Commercial, Repairs & Installations, we 
now offer Finance options. Call 01277 554192 or visit  
www.cap-elec.co.uk

EXTERIOR CLEANING 

CASTLE EXTERIOR CLEANING
Low pressure non-abrasive steam cleaning, restore your 
driveway, patio, brickwork, roof, render, UPVC or decking, 
local pure water window cleaner. Call Adam 07921 514415

FINANCIAL SERVICES

HCR
Independent Financial Advisers. Can help with advice 
on: Savings and Investments | Inheritance Tax Planning | 
Pensions | Protection. Call us on 01277 654153

ENGLEMAN WILLS  
Personally tailored wills, powers of attorney, probate, 
guidance on inheritance tax & care home fees. 01268 761022 
| Mobile: 07901 948745 | www.businessadvisoressex.co.uk

FITTED FURNITURE

BLACK OPAL 
Specialist in high end bespoke fitted furniture. Bedrooms, 
Bars, Luxury Kitchens, Home Office/Study, TV Media Unit, 
Quality hand spray finish. 07800 659881
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JOIN THE LISTINGS 

THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS
FLOORING

CARPETS DIRECT 
Carpets, vinyls, laminates, wood flooring. Free fitting, free 
home visits, 80% wool twist pile specialists. Call us on 
01277 554163

FLORIST

FLOURISHING FLOWERS  
Funerals, Special Occasions, Personalised, Eco Conscious. 
Call to discuss your requirements 01277 650276

GARAGE DOORS

GAROLLA ROLLER SHUTTER DOORS 
Thermally insulated electric garage doors, Great for space 
saving, Kerb appeal & easy to use, No deposit, Pay on 
completion, 18 Colours available. Call today 01277 800142

GARDEN BUILDINGS

R PAGE CONCRETE BUILDINGS LTD
Specialists in pre-cast buildings, single/double Garages, 
conservatories, garden rooms, sheds/workshops & more. 
Family business, 50yrs exp. 5yrs Guarantee. 0208 590 3701 

GARDEN SERVICES

GREEN THUMB
Lawn Treatment service, if you have been thinking about 
enjoying a great lawn this year - Simply call 01277 352236 
or visit www.greenthumb.co.uk

 HANDYMAN

B DIRECT HANDYMAN SERVICES 
For all your projects, repairs and improvements. Call our 
friendly helpful team or visit our website for a full list of 
services. Tel 01277 583939 | www.bdirect.co.uk

HEALTH & WELLBEING

CHIROPODY, PODIATRY & FOOTCARE CENTRE
2 The Walk, Billericay, CM12 9YB. Foot health clinic, diabetic 
foot, nail problems/reconstruction, sports injuries, fungal nail 
treatment, digital foot scanning. 01277 659200

NUFFIELD HEALTH BRENTWOOD HOSPITAL 
Come and join us at our free hospital events please check our 
page in the Health section of this edition for more information. 
Spaces are limited call us on 01277 554181 

HOME HELP SERVICE

ANY LITTLE THING 
Trustworthy, reliable support to the elderly & vulnerable. 
Companionship, Household Chores, Pet Services, Meal 
Preparation, Basic Gardening and Ironing. 01268 928878

KITCHENS

REGAL KITCHENS  
We design, We Install, You Love. Why not visit our showroom 
at 2 Navigation Road, Chelmsford, CM2 6HX. Call on  
01245 351151 – 24/7 | www.regalkitchens.co.uk

LANDSCAPING

DANIEL LANDSCAPES LTD
All of your Landscaping & Tree Care Needs. Call us on 01621 
892659 | 07495 766372. info@daniel-landscapesltd.co.uk | 
www.daniel-landscapesltd.co.uk 

MOBILE PHONE REPAIRS

BILLERICAY PHONE & GADGETS
Buy, Sell, Trade - Repairs, Unlocking, Windows Installation.  
No Fix, No Fee. Same Day Repair Service. 01277 636363 |  
10 The Walk, side of Olive Branch (not in high st.), CM12 9YB

PAINTING & DECORATING

TJM PAINTING & DECORATING  
Home Maintenance & Repairs, Interior & Exterior Decorating, 
Wallpaper Hanging, Plastering, Carpentry Work, Plumbing, 
Electrical & Much More. Call 07824 664591 | 07908 170777

DAVID LEPINE PAINTING & DECORATING 
Painter, Decorator, Repairs & More. Over 15 years experience, 
high quality work, fully insured, a clean reliable service with 
competitive prices & NO VAT. Call 07960 741973

RICHARD WARD  
Domestic & Commercial, Interior & Exterior, Fully insured,  35 
years experience. Tel: 01277 821454 | Mob: 07961 943840 
| Email richard@warddecorators.co.uk

PLASTERING

KH PLASTERING 
Professional quality workmanship. No job too small. Over 25 
years experience. Plastering - Coving & Cornice - Restoration 
- Dry Lining. 01277 627277 | 07939 229215

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 01277 55404501277 554045 TODAY
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THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS
PLUMBING & HEATING

HAMMOND & SONS
Family run for 20+ yrs. Boilers serviced/repaired, condensing 
boiler, warm-air units, all work undertaken inc leaks, upgrades, 
installs, no call out charges, OAPS discounts. 01277 261888

ROOFING

JIM BARR ROOFING 
Exterior Cleaning & Maintenance. Gutters, Paving & UPVC. 
Cleaned, Repaired & Renewed. 01708 874816 | 07833 
572459

A & J ROOF & PROPERTY SERVICES 
All types of new roofs, repairs, cleaning & coatings. Chimney 
Stacks Repointed, lowered or removed. UPVC Facias, soffits, 
gutters, cladding. FREE quotation & advice 0800 292 7510

SCAFFOLDING

BROTHERS UK SCAFFOLDING 
The highest quality scaffolding at competitive prices. HS&E 
tested, Fully insured, All scaffolders are CISRS trained.  
Call us on 01268 987870

SEALANT SERVICES 

TOMKYNS 
Sealant, Waterproofing, Cut Out & Reseal Mouldy silicone. 
Wet areas, kitchens, skirting lines. External Windows, Doors 
& Expansion joints. 15 yrs exp. Call 07596 095248

SPRAYING & POWDER COATING 

WS SPRAY FINISHINGS 
All aspects of wet spraying & powder coating for domestic & 
industrial markets. 01268 812414 | 07434 704673

TV AERIAL & SATELLITE SERVICES

ANDYS AERIALS  
Trading standards approved. Aerial/satellite repairs, TV points, 
TV wall mounting. 07916 305977 | andy@andysaerials.com

WINDOWS & DOORS 

WINDOW MAN 
Family run over 25 years. Windows, doors, installation, 
repairs. Call us today on 01277 554075

!
WANT TO APPEAR IN NEXT MONTH’S

V I S I O N  LISTINGS?
SIMPLY FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW AND RETURN IT TO BOOK YOUR SPACE:

Company name: ................................................................................................

Description (180 characters max including spaces):............................................
............................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
Telephone:................................... Email:............................................................
Payment option:   Card                                  Direct Debit 
Please return to: 
Lifestyle Magazine Group Ltd, 55 Crown Street, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 4BD or email billericay@visionmag.co.uk 
*£180 +VAT for a 12 months plus agreement. Payments can be made monthly or upfront

DISCLAIMER:  VISION  does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any of the advertisements, nor the quality of any 
products, information or other materials displayed, purchased or obtained by any customer as a result of an advertisement or any other 
information or offer in connection with the service or products. The opinions expressed in articles, reviews and stories are strictly those of the 
individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of VISION . 
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Unit 13 Parkside Centre, Potters Way, Temple Farm Industrial Est, Southend SS2 5SJ 

Essex's Leading 
Blind, Awning & Interior 
Shutter Specialists for 

over 100 Years

Southend 01702 915581

• Factory Showroom with Free Parking 
• Large Luxaflex Inspiration Display 
• Weinor Patio Awning Showroom 
• Made-to-Measure Curtains & Accessories 

• All types of Interior Window Blinds 
• Custom-Made Window Shutters 
• Conservatory Blinds 
• Home & Commercial 

As a local company we offer a wide choice of Blinds, Shutters, Curtains & Patio
Awnings, with competitive prices all year, plus FREE no obligation quotations.

www.worthblinds.com     sales@worthblinds.com

Essex’s Leading Blind, 
Awning & Interior 

Shutter Specialists 
for over 100 Years

Call us today on 01277 809045 or 01702 467581

l Factory Showroom with Free Parking
l Large Luxaflex Inspiration Display
l Patio Awning Showroom
l All types of Interior Window Blinds
l Custom-Made Window Shutters
l Motorised Internal Blinds
l Roller Garage Doors
l Home & Commercial

As a local company we offer a 
wide choice of Blinds, Shutters, 
Patio Awnings & Roller Garage 

Doors & with competitive 
prices all year plus

www.worthblinds.com     sales@worthblinds.com
Unit 13 Parkside Centre, Potters Way, Temple Farm Industrial Est, Southend SS2 5SJ
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FREE NO OBLIGATION 
QUOTATIONS
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